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Office of the Treasurer

The Minnesota
Press Council
Room 616, 84 South 6th St.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55402
Telephone (612) 335-8844
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August 15, 1974

I'

MEMO TO:

The National News Council

FROM:

Robert M. Shaw, Treasurer

Chairman Peterson thought you ~.;rould appreciate receiving a copy of our
collected determinations.
We would appreciate your comments.

RHS:gb
Ene. 1

Public t-.Aembers: Justice C. Donald Peter~on (President), Minnesoto Supreme Court; Jim Bormann, Director of Community Affairs, WCCO Rad io;
Lee Cook, director, Resources Development, American Indian Federation; Earl D. Craig, Jr., Minneapolis; J. Edward Gerald (Secretary), School of
Journalism and Mass Communication, U. of M .; James l. Hetland, Jr. (Vice President), Vice President, Urban Development Department, First Nationa!
Bank of Minneapolis; Malcolm Moos, President, U. of M .; Gordon Rosenmeier, Little Fa"s; Warren Spannaus, Minnesota Attorney General; Mrs.
William W. Whiting, Owatonna.
Press Members: Philip S. Duff, Jr., Publi sher, Red Wing Daily Republican Eagle; Miss Bettie Gibson, Staff Writer, Rochester Post-Bulletin; Bower
Hawthorne, Vice President for Public Affairs, Minneapolis Star and Tribune; Kenneth V. Hickman, Edi tor, Grand Rap ids Herald-Review; Lowe" D. Mi"s,
Editor and Co-Publisher, Hutchinson Leader; Cecil E. Newman, Publisher, Minneapolis Spokesman; Jerry Ringhofer, Editor Owatonna People's Press;
Robert M. Shaw (Treasurer), Manager, M innesota Newspaper Association ; Bernie Shellum, Stoff Writer, Minneapolis Tribune; Gordon Spielman,
Editor, Union Advocate, St. Paul.

\ Determfnations

of the
Minnesota
Press Coulcil
•

Prepared by the
Minnesota Newspaper Association
April 25, 1974

April 25, 1974

To \fuom It Hay Concern:
Our newspaper association office, over the past year or two, has been
receiving an increasing number of questions (it seems at the rate of
about one or two a week) for "everything you've got" about the Hinnesota
Press Council. Many people allover the country are interested in knowing more about the workings of this new bridge-building effort between
newspapers and their readers.

(

To see how the Council actually works, one must read the Council's
determinations. The Hinnesota Press Council's Articles and By-Laws-even a historical account of the growth and development of the Council-give, as it were, the Council's anatomy. Anybody who wants to see the
Council's physiology, to study the actual functioning of the Council,
would get the best picture by reading the final determinations of the
Council's cases. We have collected these determinations in one compilation as a convenience not only for members, but for the assistance of
serious students of journalistl and professionals who want to get a
clearer picture of this new experiment.
It has been observed that these determinations form a developing body
of "case law!' of ethical guidelin-2s for the press. Perhaps that analogy
is not accurate. But at the very least, these determinations represent
the combined thinking of a very serious group of people, a group committed
to press freedom and press responsibility, and deserves to be taken
seriously.
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Robert H. Shaw, Manager
Hewspaper Association

~linnesota

BY-LAWS

OF
MlmmSOTA PRESS COUNCIL

ARTICLE I.
Name
The name of this corporation shall be MINNESOTA PRESS COUNCIL.
ARTICLE II.
Purpose
The purpose of this corporation shall be as set forth in the Articles of
Incorporation. This corporation shall operate exclusively for charitable, educational and scientific purposes.
ARTICLE III.
Offices
(

The location of the registered office shall be 230 State Capitol, St. Paul,
Minnesota. The corporation may have offices at such other places as the Board of
Directors shall from tL~e to time determine or the business of the corporation
requires.
ARTICLE IV.
Membership
Section 1. The first voting members of the corporation shall be the persons
constituting the first Board of Directors of the corporation as designated by
ARTICLE XII. of the Articles of Incorporation. New members shall be admitted to
membership upon a majority vote of a quorum of the membership, subject to the following limitations:

(

(a)

All voting members shall be natural persons.

(b)

There shall not be less than eighteen (18) nor more than twenty-four
(24) member s.

(c)

One-half of the membership shall consist of persons who are not substantially involved or employed in the ownership, management or operation of any of the mass communications media.

(d)

One-half of the membership shall consist of persons who are actively
engaged or employed in the ownership, management or operation of one
or more of the mass communications media, provided, however, that at
least two of said members shall not have any ownership or management
interest in the media.
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- 2 (e)

The first voting members shall serve a term identical in length to
their term as directors, as indicated by the Articles of Incorporation.
Hembers succeeding the first voting members shall serve a term of three
(3) years or until their successor is selected, whichever event happens
last; provided, however, that the term of a new member selected to fill
an unexpired term shall extend only to the expiration of that ter~.

(f)

Any member may be selected to succeed himself provided that he continues
to meet the other conditions of membership.

(g)

New members shall be selected so as to preserve the relationships
described in paragraphs (c) and (d) of this Section at all times.

Section 2. In the event that the status of any member, as described in
paragraphs (c) and (d) of Section 1 changes, he shall notify the Secretary within
thirty (30) days of such change and his membership shall terminate on the selection of a successor or, ninety (90) days after receipt of notice by the Secretary,
whichever event first occurs.
Section 3. Members may be removed from membership by a majority vote of a
quorum of the membership.
Section 4. All meetings of the members of this corporation shall be held at
its registered office, unless some other place for any meeting, either within
or without the State, be designated by the Board of Directors or by the written
consent of all members entitled to vote at such meeting.
Section 5. The annual meeting of the members shall be held on the second
Friday in February each year, commencing with the calendar year 1975.
Section 6. Special meetings of the members may be called by the President,
and in his absence, by the Secretary, or by a majority of the Board of Directors.
It shall be the duty of the Directors and the officers to call such a meeting whenever so requested by two of the members of the corporation. The business transacted at all special meetings shall be confined to the objects stated in the call.
Section 7. Hritten notice of annual and special meetings of the members
shall be given to each member of the corporation entitled to vote at such meeting by depositing such notice in the United States mails, postage prepaid,
addressed to each such member at his address as the same appears on the records
of the corporation at least ten (10) days prior to the meeting.
Section 8. At each meeting of the members, every member present and
entitled to vote thereat may cast one vote. There shall be no voting by proxy.
Cumulative voting shall net be permitted.
Section 9. A majority of the members present in person shall constitute
a quorum sufficient for the transaction of business at all meetings of the members, except as otherwise provided by law or by these By-Laws. In the absenc.e
of a quorum, any meeting may be adjourned from time to time or to another place,
and no notice as to such adjourned meeting need be given other than announcement
at the meeting at which such adjournment is taken. At any such adjourned meeting
at which a quorum shall be present or represented, any business may be transacted
at the meeting as originally notified.
Section 10.

Transfer or assignment of membership is not permitted.
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The Board of Directors may provide for one or more classes of
associate members. Such associate members shall be admitted on such
as the Directors may from time to time determine, but shall have no
vote, attend meetings or receive notices as provided herein.
ARTICLE V.

Directors of this corporation shall have the
and shall elect all
of this
The Board of Directors shall consist of all of the members of
the
All Directors shall hold their offices for so
as they remain members in good
of the corporation.
Section 3. The Board of Directors may hold its
at such
whether in this State or
as the
of the Directors from time
to time may
Section 4.
officers for the
it shall be held
where said
required.

The annual 'U~.~~~".5 of the Board of Directors for the election of
ensuing year and
other business as properly comes before
immediately
annual
of the members at the
members'
and no notice of such
shall be

of the Board of Directors may be called
the
notice to each Director. Special meet
shall be
called by
in like 1'1.anner and on like notice upon the
written request of anyone Director.
Notice of

may be

orally, by

or

by
At all

of the Board of Directors, a quorum sufficient
shall consist of a maj
of all Directors. If,
such quorum shall not be
at any such meeting, the Director or
Directors
thereat shall have power to adjourn the
from time to
time without notice other than announcement at the meeting, until a quorum shall be:
for

Any Director may in writing, either before or after the meeting,
and without notice any Director, by his attendance at and
the action taken at said meeting, shall be deemed to have waived

rh,~~~>nr,

notice thereof.
~~~~f~ In addition to the powers and authorities by these By-Laws expres-'
c
upon it, the Board of Directors may exercise all such powers of the
corporation and do all such lawful acts and
as are not by statute or by th~
Articles of
of this corporation or by these By-Laws directed or required to be exercised by the members.

shall
Directors.

The Directors may by resolution appoint an executive committee
and exercise the powers of the Board of Directors to manage the
between
of the Board; provided, however, that said committee
in all
to the
and direction of the Board of

- 4 .I\RTICLE VI.
Officers
Section 1. The officers of this corporation shall be chosen by the Directors
and shall be a President, one or more Vice Presidents, a
and a Treasurer.
The Board of Directors may also choose such other officers as it may deem advisabl~
and fix their powers, duties and compensation. All officers shall be members of
the corporation. Any two or more offices may be held
the same person at the
same time.
The officers of the corporation shall be elected and hold their
until the next succeeding annual
of the Directors of
the corporation and thereafter until their successors shall have been elected and
shall have qualified.
may be removed from office
the affirmative
vote of a
of the whole Board of Directors. In case
disqualifiabsence or inability to act of any officer of the
or for any
reason that the Board may deem sufficient, the Board may
the time
the powers, duties, or any of them of any such officer to any other officer
or to any Director.
the
the

The Board of Directors may fill all vacancies in any office of
the person so elected to fill any such vacancy to hold office for
term in respect to which such vacancy occurs.

The President shall
at all
of the members. He
at all-meetings of the Board of Directors unless the Board shall
have elected another member as chairman and in such case he shall
10gs of the Board in case of the
absence or
the chairman. He shall have the general and active management of the business of
the
under the supervision and direction of the Board and shall see that
all orders and resolutions of the Board of Directors are carried into effect. He
shall execute all contracts or instruments requiring the seal of the
and shall have the
powers and duties
vested in the office of the
president of the
and shall have such other powers and
such
other duties as the Board of Directors may from time to time prescribe.
Section 5.
or if there shall be more than one, the Vice
President. in the
the Board of Directors, shall, in the abseo(>'
or disability of the President,
the duties and exercise the powers of the
President and shall perform such other duties and have such other powers as the
Board of Directors may from time to time prescribe.
shall attend all
of the Board of Directors
and
all votes and the minutes of all proceedings of the
Board of Directors and of the mem'!:lers in a book to be kept for that purpose. He
shall maintain a record showing the names and addresses of all members of the corHe shall give or cause to be
notice of all
of the membe!:s
and of the Board of Directors and shall perform such other duties as may be prescribed by the Board of Directors or by the PreSident, under whose
he
shall be.
The Treasurer shall have the care and
funds
securities and shall disburse the funds of the
as ordered
from time to time by the Board of Directors. He shall keep full and accurate accounts of
and disbursements in books
to the
and
shall
moneys and other valuable effects in the name and to the credit

- 5 of the corporation in such
as may be
from time to time by
the Board of Directors. Unless some other person
authorized by the
Board of Directors, he shall
execute and endorse all checks, notes and other
commercial paper on behalf of the corporation. He shall report the financial condition of the corporation at the annual
of the members in each year and at
all other times when
by the Board of Directors and shall perform such
other duties as may be prescribed by the Board of Directors.
The officers of the corporation shall, if required by the Board of
bond for the faithful
of their duties of office, in
such sum and with such sureties as the Board of Directors may require, but any premium for such bond shall be paid by the corporation.
ARTICLE VII.

The fiscal year of the

shall end on December 31 of

eac:~

year.
The members shall be
to
the books of the corpor-·
ation at any time convenient for both the members involved and the directors involv·ed.
ARTICLE VIII.

Each Director and officer, whether or not then ill office, shall be
by the corporation
all liabilities, costs, assessments and expense reasonably incurred by or imposed upon him in connection with or arising out of any
suit or
in which he may be involved by reason of his
or
been, a Director or officer of the corporation, such expenses to include the cost
of reasonable settlements (other than amounts paid to the corporation itself) made
with a view to curtailment of costs of litigation. The corporation shall not, ho..,ever, indemnify any Director or officer with respect to matters as to which he
shall have been determined to have been derelict in the performance of his duty as
such Director or
, nor shall apy
be
of the
in
excess of the total expense, including the cost of such settlement, that should hav8
been incurred by such Director or officer in
such
to a final conclusion. The
of indemnification shall not be exclus
ive of other rights to which any Director or officer may be entitled as a matter
law.
ARTICLE IX.

Any action which. pursuant to law or the Articles of Incorporation or By-La,vs
of this
may be taken at a
of the members or of the Board of
Directors, may be taken lilithout a
if authorized by a
or
all members or all directors. as the case may be, who would be entitled
to a notice of a
for such purpose. Such action shall be effective on the
date on which the last signature is placed on such writing or
, or such
earlier effective date as is set forth therein.
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ARTICLE X.
Amendment of By-Laws and Articles of Incorporation
Amendments to the By-Laws and the Articles of Incorporation may be made only
by the vote of three-fourths of the members in attendance at a meeting called for
that purpose; provided, however, that the affirmative vote shall be at least a
majority of all members, whether or not in attendance; and provided further, that
written notice for any such meeting shall be mailed at least twenty (20) days prior
to the date of the meeting.
We, the undersigned, President and Secretary respectively, of }linnesota Press
Council, do hereby certify that the foregoing By-Laws were adopted for said corporation by its Directors on the
day of
, 1974.
Dated:

_________________________________ , 1974

President

Secretary

Determination of Minnesota Press Council

Decision No. 1 (1972)

In the f~tter of the Grievance of
Representative Ernest A. Lindstrom
and Union Advocate, St. Paul, Hinnesota

Procedural Summary
On September 17, 1971, Rep. Ernest A. Lindstrom notified the Minnesota Press
Council of his complaint regarding news articles published by the Union Advocate
of St. Paul, Minnesota on August 5, 1971 and August 12, 1971. In compliance with
the Procedural Rules of the Grievance Committee, Mr. Lindstrom waived any legal
cause of action that he may have had against the Union Advocate arising out of the
publications that are the subject matter of his grievance.

(

On September 22, 1971, Gordon Spielman, editor of the Union Advocate, acknowledged notice of the Lindstrom grievance and asserted that Lindstrom had not complied with Grievance Committee Procedural Rule I-A, which requires that before
further proceeding by the Press Council the grievance first be presented p~rsonally
by the complainant to the editor of the newspaper. In compliance with Rule I-A, a
discussion of the grievance took place betl.,een Rep. Lindstrom and editor Spielman
on October 13, 1971. By letter dated October 14, 1971, Spielman, as editor of the
Union Advocate, offered Lindstrom certain alternative remedies and then acknowledged that if those remedies were not satisfactory that the Union Advocate recognized that the matter then could properly be heard by the Minnesota Press Council.
Lindstrom did not deem the remedies offered to be acceptable and the matter proceeded to a grievance hearing.
A grievance hearing was held on December 16, 1971, at 9:30 A.M. in St. Paul,
Minnesota. Those appearing on behalf of Rep. Lindstrom included Rep. Thomas W.
Newcome, Mr. Charles Berg, Sen. Clifford Benson, and Rep. Ernest W. Lindstrom.
Those appearing on behalf of the Union Advocate included }lr. Gordon Spielman and
Hr. Terrance S. O'Toole, his legal counsel.
General Findings of Fact
Ernest A. Lindstrom is an elected State Representative and is Majority Leade~
in the Minnesota House of Representatives. The Union Advocate is a weekly newspaper of general circulation primarily serving organized labor in the Greater
St. Paul area. The Union Advocate's news staff consists of the editor and a parttime assistant. Much of its news articles originate from tips provided by nonprofessional news sources. The Union Advocate seeks stories that are not generally
covered by the Minneapolis or St. Paul daily papers.
The 1971 Hinnesota Legislative Session was a long and difficult session. On
July 27, 1971, the Legislature was in special session and had been in special ses·sion since the close of the regular session in Hay. The tax bill was the primary
legislation not completed and was in a House and Senate tax conference committee.
Late in the afternoon on July 27, 1971, the conference committee on taxes adjourned
for purposes of dinner and was to reconvene at 8:00 P.N.
Following adjournment of the afternoon session, conference committee members,
-House Speaker Dirlam, Uajority Leader Lindstrom, and Assistant Majority Leader
Newcome decided to have dinner together. Newcome suggested that the three eat at
Gallivan's.
Gallivan's is a restaurant in St. Paul often frequented during legislative sessions by members of the State Legislature. :~ewcome, Lindstrom and Dirla11.
- 1 -

- 2.had no
to eat with other members of the conference committee or with any member of the general public. The decision to eat at
s was a
and not a
Dirlam and Newcome arrived at
at
The three were seated at a table for four.
dinner and had substantially finished their meal when Sen. Blatz, Sen.
Sen. Benson and Sen.
arrived and
an
in the
company of two lobbyists, George Byers,
for the Wine and
Institute
and Charles,
for the Real Estate
Association. Sen. Blatz
and Sen. Larson were Senate members of the tax conference committee. The other parties arrived at the
table at
7 :45 P .1-1. The new arrivals tven-:
seated at a table separate and apart from the table
by
and
Lindstrom. The three persons eating at the Lindstrom table left the
taurant at
7:50 P.M. At the
that Dirlam's testimony would be identical with that of Lindstrom and Newcome.
Dirlam, Newcome and
testified that
paid their restaurant bill individually
to
the restaurant. No evidence was
at the
indicating that George Byers or any other lobbyist or third person
for the dinner
of
• Lindstrom or the tllTO other
table. At the tim.f'
he
, Lindstrom
to Sen. Benson with
a
school
classmate of Lindstrom. As he left, Newcome gave Sen. Blatz a visual
indicatinf
that the time was late and that the tax
committee would be
in
a few minutes.

I

Witnesses called by Lindstrom testified that on the
of July 27
Byers
Sen. Benson at the St. Paul Hotel and asked Sen. Benson if he would
eat dinner with Byers and others to celebrate the birthday of Sen. Hughes, a family
friend of
Sen. Benson said he had made previous
to take his
~onstituent, Charles Berg, to dinner.
Byers urged Sen. Benson to
Gustafson was with Benson at the time of the Byers invitation and
a similar invitation to Gustafson. Sen. Benson,
. Gustafson and Berg
s Restaurar:.t.
the invitation. None of the three persons walked with Byers to
Upon their arrival at Gallivan's Restaurant, Benson, Berg and Gustafson notice
finished
Dirlam and
Newcome at an
table
with their meal. Later Sense
Blatz and Hughes
Sen.
Gustafson and Berg at the Byers table. Witnesses for Lindstrom denied that any con-·
versation
taxes took
between members at the
table and the
Lindstrom table. Witnesses for Lindstrom testified that no extended discussion with
regard to taxes took place between persons at the
table. The only mention of
taxes at the
table was incidental and
The
reason for
the Byers party that evening 'tvas Sen. Hughes I birthday.
A
cake '{vas deli v·
ered to the Byers table as a part of the celebration.
Spielman testified that informants had told him that Rep. Lindstrom,
Dirlam carried on intense discussions with persons at the Byers
~~.~.=~ was also informed that all persons involved were a
of a
?arty and were not members of two separate and distinct eating arrangements. No
.,yttness who had first-hand knowledge of the version of the events of July 27. 1971
as
by the Union Advocate was
by the newspaper at the
hearing. Spielman testified that he personally talked to siX out of
unnamed
persons who allegedly observed the events at Gallivan's on July 27. Of those six,
five said that there was an intense discussion
Lindstrom and other members of the
tax conference committee with the lobbyist for the Wine and
Institute. Sens.
Blatz and Larson did not leave Gallivan's with
. Lindstrom. Dirlam and Newcome.

..

Lindstrom presented testimony that at the conference committee
that
evening, House members Dirlam, Lindstrom and Newcome urged the inclusion in the tax
bill of increased taxes on wine and beer as set forth in the
House version
of the bill. Hembers of the Senate tax conference committee indicated that if such a'
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increase were in the bill that it would not pass the Senate because of
tion by l:linnesota border communities. At that point in time it was clear to the conference committee members that if a tax bill was to be
by the
it
would have to be passed solely with votes of the conservative caucuses. Persons
from the
caucuses were
to other
in the
mise tax bill. That evening a decision was made by the conservative
to include increases in wine and
taxes in the
tax
Lindstrom introduced evidence that he did not see or confer with either Mr.
Philip M. Hanft,
for the taconite industry or Francis J. Nevers,
for U.S. Steel
the evening tax conference session on July 27, 1971. Evidence
was presented in the form of a letter exhibit from Hanft to Sen. Conzemius in which
Hanft stated that neither he nor Nevers was in the Capitol
on the
of Tuesday, July 27. Hanft stated that a meeting was held in the office of
Fitzsimmons on the afternoon of Wednesday,
28, attended by the State Tax Commissioner and Rep. Lindstrom. The
was
by the Tax Commissioner and
was for the purpose of providing him with data regarding proposed tax
under
a taconite property tax relief law. Lindstrom confirmed his presence at a meeting
by the Tax Commissioner on
28 to discuss taconite
tax
testified that the Union Advocate news story relating to Lindstrom conferwith
of the taconite
and U.S. Steel on the evening of
July 27, was based upon news stories
in the
and
St. Paul newspapers. Those papers attributed the information to Sen. Conzemius.
stated that he made no other personal check of the facts
s alleged conversation with
of the taconite
on
,1 1.1ly 27.
Sen. Conzemius was not called to
at the grievance
At the end of the
session of the tax conference committee on
27,
there was a general
among the conservative delegation on a final tax
hill. The final bill did not contain an increase in the beer tax, the
tax,
ct" the taconite tax. The taconite tax increase related to a production tax allocated
~:o communities on the range.
evidence was
regarding the
~Lslative process for including or
the beer,
and taconite tax
the tax conference session. There was no disagreement that the original House bill
included increases in liquor and beer taxes. There was
evidence
ing the Senate amendment of the House bill. There was no direct evidence
that the Senate bill included increases in the beer and
tax. In like
the evidence
proposals before the conference committee to include or exclude beer and liquor taxes is confusing. Certainly at many stages during the conference committee's deliberations recommendations for inclusion of the taxes were
tentatively
to. It is also clear that when the final tax proposal
from the conference committee, the increases in liquor, beer and taconite taxes were
not included.
members of the conservative delegation voted for the tax proposaJ~
~he two liberal members of the Senate conference committee were against the tax
age although Sen. Coleman was not
at the committee meeting on the
27.
beer and taconite taxes were a minor
of the revenue sources
contained in the tax package. The
loss caused
not
the beer
and liquor tax was balanced by a one cent additional increase in the cigarette tax.
.~_97l,

On Wednesday,
28, 1971,
, as editor of the Union Advocate, receive:'
from three
sources regarding an alleged dinner sponsored by Byers, the
for the Wine and
and attended by
and other members of the tax conference committee. None of Spielman's informants had been at
s that
and none had first-hand knowledge of the facts. Spielman
asked his informants for the names of
who could give him first-hand information.
names were supplied. Because of publication time
,
was not able to get back to the story until after the July 29 publication of his
newspaper. On Saturday, July 31 and Sunday,
1, Spielman talked
telephone

- 4 to six of the
persons
observing the events at Gallivan's on
27.
Five of the
persons confirmed the information that
had received indithat Lindstrom and other tax conference committee members had in fact been
guests at a dinner
by Byers. One of the eight persons stated that he could
not remember
to the event. At the time of the
,
that he was bound to
his news sources and
refused to
produce any of his informants having first-hand knowledge or to give to the Press
Council any of the names of such sources. Spielman indicated that he had a
acqu,aintanceship with three of the
persons contacted and deemed those three to
be highly reliable. Spielman also stated that following the publication of his news
story on
5,
, he transmitted
of the newspaper to all of the witnesses asking them to inform him of any factual error. Spielman testified that no
response was received from any of such informants. Spielman testified that he did
not check the accuracy of these stories with any other person at Gallivan's or with
, Berg, Hanft or Nevers.
stated that he did not check the story with
Lindstrom or others involved
because he feared loss of an exclusive story.
On August 5, 1971, the Union Advocate
a news story on the front page
i-'earing the headline, °Lindstrom' s friends--HOW TACONITE~ LIQUOR DUCKED TAX. II On
the same front page of the Union Advocate was a news
the Governor's
veto of the special session tax bill. In
terms the Union Advocate's
Lindstrom story stated that House-Senate conferees had a
increase in taxes of
beer and a 10% hike on liquor taxes before five of the conferees were taken to supat Gallivan's on Tuesday, July 27,
,a
for the liquor industry.
then indicated that when the conferees returned for their
session
the supper party at Gallivan's the increased levies on beer and liquor
~,!ere removed.
The story then detailed how pressures from vested interests shaped
the conservative backed conference tax measure. The
stated that
of the conservative delegation conferees were among
party
t
a lobbyist for the Wine and
Berg,
die
for the Real Estate Taxpayers Association.
named as memiJers of the supper party were Speaker Dirlam, Rep. Lindstrom,
• Newcome, Sen.
l'.latz, Sen.
Gustafson and Sen.
Sen. Benson was not
The
news article
stated that there was intense discussion on the subject o±
taxes on liquor and that at the conclusion of the dinner Byers, the
lobbyist,
up the check. A second
of the same story said that
the
session Lindstrom was called from the conference committee session
of the taconite industry and a lobbyist from the U.S.
and that
that
Lindstrom returned to the tax committee meetto strike the taconite production tax.
After
of the news article on August 5, 1971, Rep. Newcome sent a
letter to the editor of the Union Advocate asserting that the news
of a dinner
,:arty attended by Lindstrom,
Byers and him was a false story. Mr. l'fewcome
£tated that only
. Lindstrom and
. Uewcome were
for
dinner that evening and that
bill and did not discuss pending
tax legislation with persons
On
12, 1971, the Union Advocate printed a portion of the letter from
Newcome as a news story. The headline read, "Questions still unanswered--LIIIl'DSTROH SCOLDS mUON ADVOCATE FOR GALLIVAN
Dlllj'NER REVELATION. II The news story indicated that one member of the conference committee admitted being with Lindstrom and Dirlam when they met with the liquor lobbyist at Gallivan's on July 27. In
the Newcome letter, the Union Advocate
stated that Newcome "claimed" in a letter to the Union Advocate that the three persons were not a part of Byers' party. The article continued to assert that Lindsttom
and the other two House conferees were at a dinner
with
that lasted at
least an hour. In like measure, the Union Advocate reasserted its
of August 5
removal of the taconite tax following
conversation
company lobbyists. An editorial of
, indicated that
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Lindstrom was

II

On
11, 1971, an attorney for Rep. Lindstrom served a notice and demand
for retraction upon Hr. Spielman, the editor of the Union Advocate. In the demand
there was a
ion of the
statements. The Union Advocate,
its business manager and on advice of counsel, responded by
malice
in its article of August 5 and
the news article of
, which
went to press the same
as the response of the Union Advocate.

The parties being unable to resolve the matter
informal measures, the
to
before the Grievance Committee.

circulation and a
The Union Advocate considers itself a newspaper of
newspaper subject to the same standards of journalism observed
the other general
circulation newspapers in the state of Minnesota. The Union Advocate seeks no special consideration because it is a smaller
newspaper primarily
members of organized labor in the St. Paul area. Spielman suggests that the fact that
the Union Advocate
with a
be considered by the Press Council.
The first question to be decided ia whether or not the
5~ 1971, news
article is a fair and accurate
on the events that occurred. In addition to
the
5
was made of an August 12 article
the same material. The two publications
about were news articles, not
under a
and
a
account of events of a
interest. The question presented for decision by the Press Council is ~n1ether or not the
Union Advocate's factual
of a dinner
27,
for by
, a
for the Wine and
Institute, and
attended by Rep. Ernest Lindstrom and other members of the House tax conference
committee, was an accurate
of the events which occurred. The Union Advocate story
stated that there was a dinner party attended by five of the conservative tax committee conferees including Speaker Dirlam, House }~jority Leader
Lindstrom and
Newcome. The nell1S
indicated that
, a
the check for Lindstrom and the other conservative legislators and that
~Cl5~"~C'~~'L~ were
about two tables in an intense discussion on the subject of taxes on liquor. Evidence
by Lindstrom
witnesses
ing at the
clearly established that Speaker Dirlam,
• Lindstrom and Rep.
Newcome were not attendees at a party
by
It is also clear that at
dinner that night Speaker Dirlam, Rep. Lindstrom or Rep. Newcome did not engage in a
discussion about taxes with
or with any persons seated at
I
dinner
table. The evidence presented to the Grievance Committee is clear and consistent on
the main facts. Those facts are that
Lindstrom and Newcome decided to go to
s for their evening meal as a
decision and were not invited and did not plan to attend a dinner party given or sponsored by a tax lobbyist.
It is also clear the dinner
given
the liquor lobbyist was a separate and
distinct dinner
at
s on the
of July 27. It had no relationship to Rep. Newcome, Rep. Lindstrom or Speaker Dirlam, other than it was in the
same
restaurant. The evidence is clear and uncontradicted that the
did not pay for the dinner of Lindstrom or the dinner of the other two con'servative House members. It is the finding of the members of the Grievance Committee
that the Union Advocate was in factual error insofar as it
as fact the existence of a dinner attended
Speaker Dirlam and
paid for
Byers, a
, in which intense discussion of
taxes
was carried on.
At the time of the hearing, the Union Advocate did not introduce any fact witnesses
its
version of events
at Gallivan's on July 27,
The reason for its failure to produce such critical evidence was explained on
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ground of the reporter's privilege
being
to
the sources
of his information. The editor of the Union Advocate stated that his news sources
were
immunity from disclosure at the time. The time at which a
is
satisfied with the truth and accuracy of his
is a matter
for decision
by the
and his newspaper. Once printed, however~ the accuracy of the news
story must be justified by facts if a proper challenge is raised.
the names of
the
are not disclosed, other facts relied upon by the newspaper must be
produced or the Press Council must conclude that no substantiating facts exist, or
that the newspaper, for reasons best known unto it,
not to
its subfacts and is content to be
on the evidence
by others.
The Grievance Committee believes that while all
must be initiated
a member of the
rather than a newspaper, that such initiation of the
gr:le'\ranice does not carry with it a corresponding burden of proof. A newspaper cannot
remain silent in reliance on the fact that the grievant must prove
case or lose.
The newspaper carries an
to justify the accuracy of its news
as does the grievant to justify his complaint.
Since the
facts
by the Union Advocate regarding the dinner at
Gallivan's have been found to be in error, there is no need for the Press Council
to determine whether or not the conclusions dral-Tn from those facts were reasonable
or unreasonable fact conclusions. The news
left the inference that lobbyists
the
committee's tax bill
the dinner attended
Lindstrom
and the other conservative legislators. Had the Union Advocate been correct in its
fact assertion
hosting a dinner party for the three House cona
the impact of such a dinner
on the tax i~~ihlation and the fairness and reasonableness of the conclusions drawn would be a proper
for the Press Council.
since the facts relied upon by the new~
paper for its conclusion were not
correct~ obviously the
must
also fall. In the opinion of the Press Council, the issue is not whether or not
the
tax conference
was influenced by lobbyists. The issue 1s
whether or not the tax conference legislation was influenced by the lobbyists
fied in the news story at or during the dinner party at Gallivan's described above.
Mr.
may
express an
but he may not present his
and
as facts without
to prove that they are true.
With
to the
12,
the Union Advocate
in its
factual assertion that the three conservative
attended a dinner
hosted by the liquor
In addition, the August 12 news article indicated
that at least one of the three House tax conferees admitted
the three legislators talked with the liquor lobbyist. At the
identified the person referred to in the August 12 news article as Rep. Newcome.
His
was a letter sent by
. Newcome to the editor
the Union Advocate
following the August 5 news article. The letter
that the August 5 article
was not accurate. The Newcome letter, rather than
that
Lindstrom and Speaker Dirlam attended a dinner hosted by the
,
specifically denied such facts and affirmatively stated that the three House members
ate at a
table and
their own check.
The second
of the
5 news article involved taconite taxes. The news
asserted that
the
of July 27, met with lobbyists for the taconite industry and U.S. Steel. Following this conversation with the
Rep. Lindstrom moved to strike the taconite production tax. The evidence
by
. Lindstrom
and
establishes that Lindstrom did
not meet with taconite industry or steel industry
on the
of
July 27. Evidence from the lobbyists
letter to Sen. Conzemius
stated that neither lobbyist ,\'as at the State
At the grievance hearing the editor for the Union Advocate indicated that he relied entirely on
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II

\

stories reported by Twin Cities daily newspapers and that the Union Advocate had no
separate sources for its story. On the basis of the evidence presented, it is the
finding of the Grievance Committee that the Union Advocate was in error with regard
to Rep. Lindstrom meeting with lobbyist representatives from the taconite industry
or U.S. Steel on the evening of Tuesday, July 27.
Since the Grievance Committee has found that the news articles printed by the
Union Advocate on August 5 and August 12 were not correct, the next question must
be whether or not the reasons for such inaccuracies excuse the Union Advocate or
justify it in printing the inaccurate stories. At the time of the grievance hearing the editor stated that he first obtained the information from informants on
Wednesday, July 28. Since he could not check out the story prior to publication on
T~ursday, July 29, the editor decided to wait until the next Thursday's publication.
Such a decision is entirely reasonable and is commendable journalistic practice. By
virtue of this time lag, however, the Union Advocate and its editor had more than its
normal weekly time to check the accuracy of the story. Telephone calls to the eight
claimed eye witnesses was a reasonable method of checking the story, particularly
since several of the persons called were well known to the editor and were believed
'::'y him to be reliable. However, it would not seem reasonable for the editor to ignore the fact that none of the persons called was willing to support him with public
testimony if he printed a story about an event taking place in a public restaurant
vlhere their presence was not prohibited and their actions were not unethical or criminal. This was particularly true of an event involving public affairs at a time of
high political tension and on a matter of critical importance to all citizens in
the state of Minnesota. The very reluctance of persons observing an event in a
public setting, but refusing to publicly state what they saw, should itself raise
'i uestions in the mind of any reporter. The reporter should also consider the fact
that all informants were admittedly of a political persuasion opposite to Lindstrom.
~o attempt was made to determine the facts from any of the persons named in the
~tories as participants.
Fact sources were readily available in St. Paul if the
TJnion Advocate desired to check the accuracy of the story. The sole justification
given for the failure to check with Rep. Lindstrom, for example, was a fear that the
Union Advocate would lose an "exclusive." In the opinion of the Grievance Committee
a desire to beat the opposition cannot justify a failure to exercise reasonable care
in checking the accuracy of a news story. A newspaper cannot put its desire to be
first in the reporting of a news event ahead of being accurate.
If the Union Advocate wished to protect its sources, then fairness and candor
would indicate that the Union Advocate should have told its readers that its informants did not wish to be identified. This would have alerted readers of the possible
inaccuracy of the report.
Clearly the August 12 news story was not fair. The Newcome letter was not accurately represented in the story. Rep. Newcome did not agree with the Union Advocate August 5 story, nor did Nel-1COme admit to being a participant in a dinner party
with the liquor lobbyist as the newspaper story stated. Further, the nature of
the denials made by Newcome and the taconite lobbyist should have lead the Union Advocate to make some further factual checks before repeating the August 5 story.
The taconite portion of the August 5 article was also inaccurate. In this case.
however, the sources initially relied upon were disclosed and were reasonable. Had
the Twin Cities daily newspapers and Sen. Conzemius been accurate then, of course,
the Union Advocate, relying upon them, would also have been accurate. However,
using the taconite story as a part of the liquor lobbyist story and tying the two
together, with the conclusion drawn from both, was not a fair representation of the
facts which occurred on July 27. Further, fairness would indicate that when the
Union Advocate realized the possible error of its story that it should have taken
corrective actions as soon as possible.
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the course of the
the Union Advocate asserted that its
story was basically correct, since two Senate conferees were admittedly at a dinner
party hosted by a liquor
on the
of
27, and Lindstrom and
two House members observed such a dinner. The Union Advocate then asserted
s moral responsibility was to blow the whistle on such a
II
Without
regard to the
of the Union Advocate
that a
made at a
dinner in a
it is sufficient to state that the stories
on
August 5 and August 12 did not relate to the moral responsibility of Lindstrom or
the other House conferees to
the conduct of other
, but rather re··
lated to an event in which the House conferees themselves were
to have
been at the dinner party. A newspaper cannot justify its inaccurate reporting of
one story by stating that it could have made an accurate
of another story.
The Grievance Committee need not investigate and decide what occurred regarding
the tax bill before the conference committee on
27, 1971. It is sufficient for
purposes of this
to find that there is no evidence
that the dinner
at Gallivan's had any influence on the tax package agreement reach on July 27 by the
tax conference committee.
Spielman, at the grievance hearing, asserted that the Press Council Grievance
Committee's Procedural Rules
exhaustion of local remedies before
to the Grievance Committee.
also asserted that the Grievance Committee's
processes should not be used by persons in a position to protect themselves through
recourse to other neHS media or other netolSpapers. In effect, the Union
Advocate is asserting that persons of political or social importance, being newsworthy
do not need the
of the Press Council in order to present their side of a controversy before the public. With
to the first pro~edural question, the Grievance Committee finds that its rules were designed primarily to
the
to resolve
between the
and the newspapers at the earliest possible
and by the most informal methods. In order
to accomplish this. a face to face discussion between the grievant and the newspaper
editor is desirable and therefore
It is
that as a result of this
face to face discussion the
will understand each other's
better and
may be in a position to resolve the matter amicably or at least informally. This
discussion took
between Lindstrom and the Union Advocate.
The Press Council exists to improve confidence and relations between the public
and the newspapers in Minnesota. This is so without
to the
or importance of either the newspaper or the
All
are entitled
to the resources of the Press Council if they have a legitimate grievance against a
newspaper. One of the functions
the Press Council can'
and
perform that cannot be
by publicizing the grievant's version of the facts
in some other newspaper or in some other media is to make a fact finding with
to two
versions of a
event. Without the Press Council court actions become the sole alternative to an individual. The newspaper has no alternative available to have the accuracy of its news articles established by a neutral
body.
It is the conclusion of the Grievance Committee that the two news articles pub",
lished
the Union Advocate on
5, 1971 and August 12, 1971, were not accurate presentationu of events alleged to have occurred and were not a fair journalist
of that news story_

The Press Council unanimously makes these findings:
1.

The Union Advocate's news article was not accurate insofar as it
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as fact: that a dinner party was held on
27, 1971, at Gallivan's Restaurant,
hosted by a
and attended
Lindstrom,
Dirlam
and Representative Newcome; that the
and the named legislators
in
an intense discussion of
taxes; and that those discussions resulted in the
elimination of beer and liquor
increases from the state tax bill.
2. The Union Advocate's
was not an accurate
insofar as it reported as fact that Representative Lindstrom left the tax conference committee
on the evening of July 27,
, talked with lobbyists for the taconite and steel
industry, and then moved to eleiminate the taconite tax increase from the
committee tax bill.
3. The Union Advocate erred in initially relying and
of the events of July 27, 1971,
upon its own
fessional
to check its information with the
others known to have been

The Press Council, two members dissenting, makes the
The Union Advocate should publish the above numbered findings.

insisting
fulfill a proand

recommendation:

Decision No. 2

Determination of Hinnesota Press Council
In the Matter of the Grievance of
Mr. Charles R. Samuelson against
Thief River Falls Times and 1:!r. Harvin
Editor.

The Thief River Falls Times published on April 19, 1972 an editorial entitled
';Public
in which Hr. Lundin, the editor,
for "recent
of the
in the Letters to the Editor column" and encouraged further contributions on "other
of public interest. ,I
"We are
to indi,ddual opinions on local
, I I Mr.
Lund in wrote.
don't use mimeographed letters sent out to a number of papers to
a
cause. If a local person wants to rewrite those letters around his or her own opinion they will generally be acceptable."
'~e

Mr. Lundin add~d:
we must have the signature of letter writers. Anonymous letters are not
Names of the timid will be withheld on
,
but we would
that most writers would have the courage of their convictions to
allow us to publish their names.
Shortly thereafter, on
25, Mr. Charles R. Samuelson wrote a letter to
the editor and asked that his name be withheld upon publication. The letter read:
"To the Editor:

at

"Barvo to the editor for
the whistle on the city council
Lon's Cafe! How about thOSe noon meetings at the Rex Cafe?
t you just hear them-those in favor of Roast Beef say "Aye H ' and
'Mr. Chairman, will you please pass the catsup?' or 'Remember now, no voting with
your mouth full. 'II

"A little further investigation is still in order now to see
these

Do they go 'Dutch' or do

go

who pays for

?"

I

"Charles R. Samuelson
"206 So.
Thank you. 1I

withhold my name from

The editor sent the original letter to be composed, drawing a
Mr. Samuelson is name to indicate that it was not to be sat in
however, was quite legible after this
The
Mr. Samuelson wrote to the Press Council on June 12:
"Sir:
"Enclosed is a copy of an article entitled 'Public
Also enclosed
is a letter to the Editor dated
3, 1972. The first is an editorial written by
Thief River Falls Times Editor l~rvin Lundin
letters. The second is a
- 1 -
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letter

me and subsequently

in the Thief River

Fal~s

Times.

"1<Iy
is that I was misled into thinking that my name would not be revealed by the Thief River Falls Times. I have met with Hr. Lundin and he
the policy of the paper and he
it again in his letter to the Minnesota
Press Council dated June 8, 1972. In no way can I agree with the policy as stated
by Mr. Lundin. I feel that I have been 'had' and would like to have the Minnesota
Press Council review the situation and express an opinion. I think that ethics is
a two-way street and he is pursuing an unethical policy in
to letters to the
editor.
"I have no interest in profiting
of the press and the
word.

this other than

River Falls, Minn.
The chairman of the

Judge C. Donal:l

the integrity

56701. 1 ;
to

Mr. Samuelson on June 6, 1972. calling attention to the rule that complainants must
meet
with the editor in an effort to work out an amicable settlement. A
copy of the chairman's
was sent to Hr. Lundin. Hr. Samuelson and Hr. Lundin
conferred on June 8 and Mr. Lundin then wrote to the Council. A portion of his
letter follows:
IIMr. Samuelson appeared in our office this afternoon regarding his complaint
and we discussed the situation. As probably mentioned in his earlier
with the Press Co~ncil. the
he has is in
to our release to the
chairman of the city council his name on a letter critical of city council proce~
dures ••. Mr. Samuelson is correct in that we did not
release his name to the
chairman of the city council but that we showed his
letter to the chairman.
We did not inform him prior to
this action that his name would be made available to those who had. in our
a legitimate interest in obtaining that information. It should be noted that the letter was shown upon personal request
the council chairman in this office through no duress on the part of the council
chairman.
ItIn our
, however, we would like to make clear that this procedure in
no way deviates from our practiced
To encourage the timid to express their
public opinions, we
the
of letters with the writer's name withheld on
As I informed )Ir. Samuelson today, we do this as a service rather
than to provide a wall behind which a writer can hide and throw rocks. We insist
upon having the
of the writer even if it is
from publication.
And we
inform such letter writers. when they ask, that their names will be withheld from publication but released to anyone who. in our opinion. has a legitimate
interest in
out who wrote the letter. If the letter is critical of a group
or individual, we believe that group or individual is
in knowing who expresses the criticism.
"Our apparent error here it would seem would be in not
prior to publication that his name would be made available
request.
His
error, it would seem. was in not
about that condition. We cant however, his
from our editorial that
a name from
is the self-same as sealing that signature forever from the eyes of any-one who would want to see it.
I am perfectly
to admit a
in informing Mr. Samuelson
that his name could be learned by those whom he criticized. I
resent the
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inference that I
broke a
and that my word is not to be trusted.
I re-emphasize that the action we took was in accord with established procedure and
in any way. I do not see this as unethical or unfair nor do I anticin
because of the complaint.
"During my association with the Times, I know of a number of occasions when
our readers would have been denied opinions of others had we required that all letters published include
signatures. These were letters which contained intelligent thought and
worthy of general consideration. I know of other letters which were intended only for personal attacks on individuals, groups or institutions with no common
to be served by their
for
in these latter cases was
to provide a wall to hide behind. We believe
that our present policy, albeit an unwritten one, will
the former and should
deter the latter type of letter
II

On request of the Council
Hr. Samuelson on June 19 executed a waiver
of
action against the Times and
members of the Counc,il consequent upon
the consideration of the
The grievance is properly
the Council,
and the Council has considered it and now
its V~~U.LVll.

The
as clearly stated by Mr. Samuelson and Mr. Lundin. both of whom
have the thanks of the Council for
cooperation, is
to an
invitation from the Tim(!:s, Hr. Samuelson submitted a letter for
and,
under the rules published by Hr. Lundin, asked that his name be withheld.
Hr. Lundin, as he says, had failed to il1form Hr. Samuelson and the
public of conditions attached to the
and
of letters after
tion. Among the unpublished conditions are that the Times intends to release the
name of letter writers to "anyone who, in our
has a
interest in
finding out who wrote the letter. II tIr. Lundin asserts that it is J:-1r. Samuelson's
responsibility to
in advance, if unspoken conditions exist, but at the same
time he accepts as fact Mr. Samuelson's statement that he had every reason to believe his name would not be released at any time.
The fact that the name was not given out under duress, and that it was shown
only to the
of the city council. an individual in whom Mr. Lundin had confidence. shows the difficulties under which all editors work, for it is easy to
priority to the wishes and interests of officials of responsible private and
organizations over the
of individuals less well known and less
in contact with the newspaper staff. However, the promise made by Nr. Lundin is
by the Council to mean that no such
would be
When
the president of the
council later called Mr. Samuelson personally to task for
the letter, the consequences of Mr. Lundin's ambivalent policy becomes
clear.
The Press Council shares Mr. Lundin1s
for publishing letters which
carry the writer's
rather than for those which have names withheld from
The signed letter
weight and influence because it states an
and frankly and can serve to generate around the author beneficial comdiscussion.
The Council believes Hr. Lundin should at once
all the conditions
which attach to the withholding of the names of letter writers. If these condition~
are unattractive to prospective writers of letters to the editor they will refrain
from
Failure to inform the
of all the rules leaves letter writers
at the mercy of the pecking order of the community and those who
use the policy for the purpose of implementing

- 4the point was not raised
either Mr. Samuelson or Mr. Lundin, it seems
to the Council important that editors who handle anonymous
tars for
of the authors from other employees who are not
should
ed to
and who
identify the authors of anonymous letterse
The Council has considered the
of moral responsibility on the part of
any editor,
Mr. Lundin, when his actions put a member of the
at an
unfair disadvantage. That editor should, of course, admit error and make amends,
publicly. Mr.
s frankness with the Council indicates that he is
of
this
to take appropriate action.
of cou=se, arE
human beings
make mistakes; these mistakes, while inadvertent, cause hurt feelings. But unless an editor
makes a
his moral
does not always merit rebuke from the public or the Council. When a flaw in a newspaper's policy has been identified, as if has in this instance,
to correct
that policy
does pose a
to the professional
of the newspaper community.

Determination of l1innesota Press Council

Decision Jo. 3 (1973)

In the Matter of the Grievance of
Jane Rachner and the
Union Advocate, St. Paul. Minnesota

Jane Rachner
. Donald
the Hinnesota Press Council on
July 19, 1972 of her complaint that the Union Advocate of St.
had refused to
a paid political advertisement tendered
teer committee on behalf of her
for election to the
board of the City of St. Paul in April, 1972.
Grievant Rachner had personally visited with Mr. Gordon
editor of
the Union
14, 1972 and
on October 19,
an effort
to resolve the
by conciliation and without resort to the formal procedures of hearing and determination. The
thereafter wrote:
Gordon
explained to me thoroughly his reasons for
the Union Advocate's policy on political
during the
of '72 was justified. * * * I
his
and
but the matter was not resolved."
The Grievance Committee was
convened on December 1, 1972 to hear and
determine the grievance. f:.irs. Rachner and Hr. Spielman appeared in person, suptlle factual information that had been
to the committee prior
to the
Both
fully in an orderly and
presentation of their respective positions. Hr. Spielman, on his own motion, did net
sit as a member of the
replaced. for purposes of this
by council member Robert Shaw.

The Union Advocate, published
by the Union
Inc., is, as declared in its masthead, 110wned and controlled by the labor unions of St. Paul
and is the official organ of the St. Paul AFL-CIO Trades and Labor
If
Page One
the caption,
Voice of Organized Labor in the Greater
St. Paul Area." The Union Advocate has a circulation of
000, the overwhelming
proportion of its subscribers
labor unions and wage workers receiving it as
an incident of
in a constituent local labor union. As stated by its
editor,
Union Advocate, unlike most newspapers, is a
owned by its readers,lI thos2 readers
"trade union members who through their
delegates to the St. Paul Trades and Labor Assembly choose the Union Advocate's
board of directors and govern its
II
to some
of
the national AFL-CIO. The Union Advocate subscribes to the Code of Ethics of the
Press Association,
stated purpose of which is
name of labor from
by racket papers masquerading
II

The
of the Union Advocate. by reason of its stated funcis more restricted than that of newspapers of general circulation. Commercial
is
only from business firms and individuals considered
to organized labOl" f II for the
of an advertisement is considered
the publishing organization as an endorsement of the goods, services or other
- 1 -

-
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matters
The
of an advertisement from a
candidate, Mr. Spielman stated, is restricted for the similar reason that most labor union
members
the publication of the advertisement as an
labor endorsement of that candidate.
At the
tendered her
advertisement, the Union Advocate had a
political advertising only from labor-endorsed candidates.
was thereafter superseded by an amended rule of the executive
council of the AFt-CIO
all
by
candidates or
their committees and by political parties, notwithstanding
by any local
union. This would not, hOt17ever,
"not ices"
and
for by the
St. Paul Trades and tabor Assembly "for the information of its members.!! The
October 23, 1972 issue of the Union Advocate contained two
advertisements,
one of candidacy for the Dakota County board of commissioners and the other for state
legislature (both
which, like the school board., are at least
non-partisan
, in the common format of
advertisements
for the new
form of statutory disclaimer:
the St. Paul Trades & Labor Assembly,
Harold
for the information of union members."
l'Irs. Rachner was not a labor-endorsed candidate in the 1972 school board
election. The advertisements she tendered contained no declaration that she was.
The advertisements were not rejected for any reason of
or content, but solelyon the basis that the candidate was not labor endorsed. The advertisement, with
a
photograph, contained this text:
AGAII~ST

CONSOLh)ATIOIH

ect
JAiJE

RACIINER

PhD-Educator
To

School Board
Two-

Term

Jane Rachner is the only candidate
'V/ho is firmly
nst
n9
I
money
any
issue des;
consolidate neighborhood schools into
huge educational parks.
knows education ... her background is truly relevant
to
job.
Paid Adv.
in
of Dr. Jane
Rachner by Your Schools and Ours Volunteer
Committee, 933 Hubbard Avenue, Marion
Engen, Chairman.
Similar
with some undisclosed variations in text, were tendered to,
and
by, the St. Paul Pioneer-Press Dispatch, American Jewish World, Catholic
Bulletin, Highland
, and Twin Cities Courier. She was not elected.
The Constitution of the Minnesota Press Council has the
purposes,
among others, d to consider
about the conduct of the Hinnesota press,
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and
urge and assist the Hinnesota press in the fulfillment of its unique responsibility to perform in the public interest."

1. A
i s , as
by the Union Advocate, the
change in its advertising policy should result in a dismissal of the
grounds of mootness. We decline to do so. A case is considered
proceeo1ngs, where facts have so
that there is no
sy to decide or any remedy to be enforced. This press council, of course, is not a
court, but an
body, without power of sanctions,
for the purpose of giving advisory opinions to aid the press in the fulfillment of its vital
public interest role. Issues of access to the press for
information as to
candidacy for public office, whether by paid advertisement or
too
important to be avoided on
technical
The
we are
was not really intended to thwart this high purpose,
Union
Advocate, through its editor, addressed
with
candor to the basic
issue raised by the complaint.
2.

at least in the
context of paid
for political office or stating positions on political issues is, like
news columns, a source of important public information. Advertisements of that char-acter are accorded the
of free
and free press under the First
Amendment of the United States Constitution. Contrary to the grievant's contentioIl~
however, the denial of access to the
columns of a newspaper is not a denial of a legal
• for the First Amendment is a restraint
upon government
action. Nevertheless, the very values which the First Amendment is designed to
roster and
impose moral
for newspapers devoted to the fair presentation of information for the
Our
of the issues
in this
do not warrant
prehensive discussion of a newspaper s responsibility regarding the
such
A newspaper has considerable latitude in
governing the acceptance of advertising, both because of its status as a
business and because it assumes some ethical responsibility to its readers for the
and
of the matters advertised. Any newspaper, in our
would be wise to clarify and publish its advertising acceptance
, most paras to
if only to avoid the
illustrated in this case.
lV-e think that the
standards for
are
ect to a newspaper's moral obligation, as more
business enter» to make the standards, both in definition and application, neither arbitrary
or discriminatory. A standard under which only the
of
candidates approved by the publisher are accepted would be patently offensive to fundamental
of fairness and responsibility.
Like religious journals or trade publications or publications of political par-ties, the Union Advocate is in fact a
interest
for the sponsorIts
format is that of other newspapers, and it does for
some purpose qualify as a "legar' newspaper, but its status is to be tested by its,
principal purpose and not by such less significant externals. It functions basicas an
of the
and it makes no
to the
Its
masthead clearly declares, although in finer print than the
textual materials, that it is the
of the St. Paul Trades and Labor Assembly,1l that is, a
private publication devoted to
the interests of a
defined con~
stituency and presenting news aimed at the primarily economic self-interest of that
constituency.

- 4 4. The highest
of journalism
a newspaper to be
all ideas and, of course, to be accurate and fair in presenting them.

The thrust of the eVidence in
Union Advocate does not accept the
or to be bound by the conventions
This grievance accordingly must be
the decision of the Union Advocate
r~l~r~.~, be

to

this case now compels the conclusion that the
obligation to function as a general newspaper
associated with
considered in that posture, and, so considered,
to
ect the grievant's advertising must~ with

Determination of The Hinnesota Press Council

Decision No. 4 (1973)

In the Matter of the Grievance of
Robert P. N.
M.D. t and
Rochester Post-Bulletin

Robert P. H.
H.D., of Rochester filed a complaint with the Council on
February 23, 1973, asserting that the Rochester Post-Bulletin had failed to
his letter dated January 31, 1973 about an
of the Supreme Court of the UniteL
States on the
ect of human abortion. [Jane Roe v. Henry Wade, 93 S. Ct. 705;
,
Doe v. Bolton, 93 S. Ct. 739. Decided
22, 1973.]. The
had
local interest because the opinion had been written for the Court
Associate Justice
A.
of Rochester, and because Justice Blackmun had reportedly used the Mayo Clinic Library in part while preparing to draft the opinion.
In ke.eping with Council rules, Dr. Shearin was asked to confer with the editor.
Mr. Charles Withers, to see if the grievance could be resolved without further Council
Dr. Shearin wrote to the Council on March 5
that he had
a conference but the editor had declined and also had
that Dr.
Shearin proceed with his complaint before the Council. Dr.
s
was
then transmitted to Mr. Withers for
and Hr. Withers
on }Iarch 10.
The Council has reviewed the files of the Post-Bulletin for January
through
February 10, 1973 to study the material under discussion. Dr. Shearin and !Ir.
Withers had stated their positions
in letters to the Council and were
in
on the facts sufficiently that it was deemed unnecessary to hold a formal
order to obtain full consideration and determination of the matter.
After publishing news stories and interpretative articles from his wire serv~
ices on the Supreme Court opinion in the abortion case, the editor of the Post-Bulletin himself
and
the decision as he saw it in an editorial~
on the editorial/opinion page, Thursday, January 25. The publication of
a.rticle
:lau bi::l~l~
L" o:c.i':r to
prior pu':':'lic.:;.tio:.. to sev'eral articles an~
a':;o".lt tlw late Presi:'3nt
B.
H:10 haJ dia~
on January 22, the same day as t~le Cuurt decisio:1.. T'.1e naxt day. :iOW-3VCr, ',103
to publish letters from the
to the Court opinion and to the aditor,
lal. On
3D, after several l~tters had
earlier, he
a letter from Robert • iJ.
H.A., H.D., as
the Editor: In your
editorial you state
are confident that
they (Justice Blackmun's opinions regarding abortion) are sound from a scientific
"I challenge you to publish and document the reasons for your confidence,
in my opinion, is unfounded either in reason or in the body of scientific or medical

P. N.

H.D., 4018 7th Place NW. II

A note from the editor, set in boldface type to distinguish it from Dr.
Shearin s
was appended as follows:
(Editor's Note: The Post-Bulletin editorial statement applied only to
s delineation of the three stages of pregnancy and relative safety with
which abortions can be
during each. It was based on information furnished
by respected local obstetricians as well as opinions expressed by doctors in dispatches from the Uew York Times. The statement was not intended to apply to the
- 1 -

- 2 -

difficult issue of w'hen life
, since. as Blackmun saiti. I those trained in thE:.
respective
of llledicine, philosophy and
are unable to arrive at
any concensus'.
Dr. Shearin followed up his
letter
for
mote detailed and
statement of his disagreement with the
The letter was dated January 31 but was not published. On
lodged a formal
with the Council.

a

Dr. Shearin

This complaint, in its entirety, reads as follows:
H.innesota Press Council
wish to recount a series of events
which have occurred
the past weeks.

to the Rochester Post-Bulletin

;11. Post-Bulletin published eJitorial
Court decision on abortion. (See copy 1)"
of articles submitted in the
which had been
tin. ]

the recent Supreme
to photostatic
in the Post-Bulle-

published letter
R[obert] P. N.
1/27/73
the new"
paper to document a statement contained in abortion editorial. It appended a response to the letter.
copy 2)
P-B refused to
letter by R.P,N.S. dated 1/31/73.
notice that no further letters on the subject would be

P-B published
copies 3 and

4)
"4.
could

"5.
sponse.

P-B

syndicated column by lIarianne Means l<1hich
be considered controversial. (see copy 5)

P-B
(see copy 6)

letter

Mrs. B[ernard] J.

with

re-

III hereby
a formal
against the Rochester Post-Bulletin for its
oppressive
to suppress
opinion and information on the
ect of
the Supreme Court
on abortion. It is my contention that, where the
have been informed of the facts of abortion and the evidence for the
the
fetus, they have chosen means to deal with the
associated with unwanted
other than abortion.
lilt is quite abhorrent to imagine the effects of news suppression
ernment. It is just as harmful for papers
to suppress
particularly when they arrogantly ~~2!~~~~~~~~~~~~££~~~~~.
~~

III specifically
the J:·Unnesota Press Council to investigate this matter
and, if my petition is seen
to take such action as is necessary to reverse this arbitrary cloture by the Rochester Post-Bulletin.

Shearin, d.S., H.D.
lice Mr. Retz1aff. 1I
The Council's examination of the material referred to it
that his published letter
on January
not on
in the

Shearin shows
27 as
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Nr. Withers, the editor, responded to Dr. Shearin's complaint on Harch 10 after
he had received a copy from the president of the Council. Ilis reply, with slight
abridgements, said that "There comes time for every newspaper when it feels it must
cut off further letters to the editor on a particular topic after already devoting
a great deal of space to the subject involved, and when letters become repetitious
and the main arguments have been well covered.
"We reached that point in regard to letters dealing with the Supreme Court's
abortion ruling after publishing 26 letters totalling 212 column inches in opposition to the ruling plus 5 letters totalling 30 inches in support of the ruling,"
On three occasions, Mr. Withers said, letters were carried on the page opposite the
editorial page as ,,,ell as on the page itself.
"Actually, we probably devoted too much space to the anti-abortion letters
since we did get a number of phone calls from readers who said they were 'sick and
tired' of reading about it and urged us to devote our limited editorial page space
to other matters. We believe that if we had allowed the letters 'debate' to continue (actually it wasn't much of a debate since most of the letter-writers were opposed to the Court ruling) we would have lost a lot of regular readers of the editorial
page. It's doubtful that many other papers of similar size, if any, granted as much
space as we did to anti-abortion letters.
Describing Dr. Shearin's second letter (dated January 31) and explaining his
reasons for failing to publish it, the editor said:
" ••• [HJe wrote s seco~d letter (a long letter complete with extensive quotes
from other sources, plus footnotes identifying them) 'vhich in effect again challeng'ed the P-B to further document its editorial position. He also insisted his second
letter must run in the form submitted, conlplete with footnotes and bibliography.
Since Dr. Shearin's first letter criticizing the P-B editorial had already been
printed, it was decided no further purpose would be served by running his second
letter since it was repetitious and since the answer which we would have published
as an editor's note would have been no different from the first one.
"Also a
publish more
son has been
to prevent a

factor in rejecting his second letter is an informal P-B policy not to
than one letter from one individual in a 30-day period unless that pe):attacked through another letter to the editor. Obviously. we do this
few 'avid' letter-writers from monopolizing the space.

"In any event, in the meantime we published many othe~ anti-ruling and antieditorial letters to the editor, most of which made the same point he did.
"Frankly we think He \-lent out of our way to provide extensive s,pace to what
was obviously an organized letter-writing campaign by anti-abortion groups. Finally, we simply had to call a halt. Incidentally, over the years we had to call
similar halts to letters to the editor on a number of other controversial topics
after we felt the various pro and con , views had been adequately (indeed more than
adequately) covered in letters already published.
"I am confident that any newspaperman, and hopefully any uninvolved layman,
would agree with me that Dr. Shearin's accusation that the Post-Bulletin made 'oppressive attempts to suppress public opinion and information' on the Court ruling on
abor~ion is nonsense.
ilWe have subsequently
the ban on further letters
abortion. Letters will be
abortion controversy, such

made it clear to irate callers such as Dr. Shearin that
applied only to letters on the Supreme Court ruling on
accepted on other news-related aspects of the continuing
as efforts to pass a constitutional amendment, etc.

- 4 But the number of such letters, like the number of any subject, cannot go on indefinitely after the pertinent points have been made.
"In conclusion it also should be noted that over
months and years,
to the
Court
, the Post-Bulletin published countless other pro and con
letters on the abortion controversy.
Post-Bulletin feels it has a real
opinion via the letters to the editor column

to

a forum for public

(Signed)
Withers.ll

The Post-Bulletin
many letters from its readers
a wide
range of information during the period covered by Dr. Shearin's complaint. The following
in the Post-Bulletin were noted:
January 26, 1973--Letter from Paul H. Andreini, M.D., who
Minnesota Citizens Concerned for Life.

as chairman

c~

the
that follo1;17s, all correspc1ndlerlts, unless their residence is
otherwise stated, are from Rochester.]
27--David Styczi,nsiki; Hrs. Fran H.

Fine Island.
the Rev. Donald E. West,

29--Lawrence W. DeSanto, Il.D.; R.L.
Plainview.

30--Dr. Shearin's first letter appeared, with the editor's reply
Also in this issue: letter from R.D. Rooke, H.D.
3l--Hrs. Rex CravJ'ford>
Joseph Pratt,J:.i.D.

~J--~;

Arthur Haley (on sex education); and

February l--A
columnist, William F.
, Jr., contributed an editorial page feature headed HAn Outrageous Ruling; letters were published from Hrs. Gary
!-Irs.
Harz.:; Frederic W. Grannis, Jr •• H.D., Hrs.
Wilfred Heitzner, Kasson; Hrs. Robert F.
2--Mrs. Sam Hiller

related

a

February 3--11rs. Clifford
C. Brzica.

Laureen Dolan; Bill Byrnes, 'Urs. Stephen

5--A feature article on the editorial page by Anthony Lewis, ~~ew York
Times, is a commentary on historical
of the Court
letters from
Francis E. Stokes, Chatfield, lIrs. Kenneth E. Hastings (on a directly related
Alice Haldorson, R.:~.; Brs. Kathleen
February 6--t-1rs. Priscilla R. Randall.
February 7--Mrs. Robert Weness, LeRoy; Mrs. Hary
February 3--l1rs. l10na Leonard; Hrs.
Donnell Buck, Pine Island.

E.n.

Hrs. Louis Reiter.

Campbell, Hest Concord; Hrs.

- 5 9--l1rs. v. W.
Wes t Concord; Harold
Plainvie"l, Sue
St. Charles, and Sharon Buehler (joint
The editor announced on the letters page on this day that no more letters on the Court topic would be accepted.
Letters from
to the Court's abortion decision
most of the space used and were by far the most numerous. The letters
run with little
and, in this respect, were accorded space in excess
of that made available for letters in many newspapers.
Among other items, Dr. Shearin
a
article by ~furianne
Means of
Features
Dr. Shearin fears this article is controversial.
The news agency is of good reputation, the article was on the
page, and was
by the author. Its content was
factual
the
was
It was far from the position of advocacy occupied by
Hr. Buckley, to whose
Dr. Shearin took no
A
of the letters published was favorable to the views
by
Dr. Shearin, and this fact was
to him
23~ the time he filed
his
with the Council. Since he did not express
with this
bias, his protest must be read to the
that his own thoughtful letter of
January 31 was not
for
The editor cited a rule to the effect
that any
, including Dr. Shearin. was not eligible for space a second
time within a month unless he had been the victim of a
attack.
In all probability, however. in view of the brevity of the first letter published. this rule would not have been
had the second letter not created
unrelated difficulties which served to
and reinforce the frequency-of-publication rule.
Dr. Shearin's procedure in dealing with the Post-Bulletin was to demand that
the editor first document his 0~1 views. This choice excluded from his first letter a reasoned
of the information he wanted the
to have. His
public challenge of the factual basis of the Post-Bulletin editorial position
not indicate that Dr. Shearin desired to make his own factual
, nor had
the Post-Bulletin
to undertake an editorial debate with Dr. Shearin •
As to his second
to resist demands

• whether medical doctors or editors, tend

Dr. Shearin's
were
in the sense that he used the documente.c1
format of learned
books in his second letter rather than the
of
the Post-Bulletin or of newspapers in general. For typographical reasons, newspapers find it difficult, and at times
, to insert in text numbers in a
different
size
to footnotes appended to the end of articles.
The
of footnotes themselves to the end of an article is even more
troublesome, typographically, for newspapers because space on a page is limited an,.l
it is not
possible, without extensive and expensive makeover of other page~1
or the addition of the
sections
for the mechanical
of
a rotary press, to provide for continuation of an article from one page to another.
When continuation space is not available,
must
be eliminated
to fit. The documentation Dr. Shearin insisted upon could have been achieved readby
the references into the text. Even so, the
of typographical
fit in the page remains. Hhen an eJitor. working hours ahead of
considers whether to
a
of copy to which conditions, such as those of Dr.
Shearin, are attached, he does not know how much space will be available in the
newspaper page where the article may be used. The decision on space for letters,
for
• can be determined only at the
table, not at the

- 6 editor's desk. If. at that moment, some
for printing must be shortened, the work has to be done in the
, not in the editorial office.
The
, himself, has no choice--he must cut the
to fit the page. Knowthese facts by experience, any editor is wary about sending copy to the printer
which cannot be shortened without
conflicts 'tl1ith the author.
Without knowing the editor's
occasion, the Council is aware
that Dr. Shearin and other
to obtain the space
want, reasonably close to the time
want,
with
the style of the
rather than
from the
to
outside. On the basis of form alone the Post-Bulletin should have been
in refusing the letter as submitted.

On the other hand, it is clear that when the editorial or other space is made
available for views of the readers on subjects of the day, some reasonable controls
are in order. These may concern the
with which certain
are
treated, or the fair
of both sides of a
The
at which
the
interest has been served and letters on a certain
are to be terminated is up to the editor. His
~ in
on many
related to
the
issues in a
case. Considerations of fairness and reasonable
of various views are not
stated in
to be
applied in all cases. But the facts in this case do not lead us into a
analysis of the editor's policy because clearly the Post-Bulletin fulfilled its
public
both to Dr. Shearin and to the reading
Reasonable debate was
by a
of authors.
The facts brought out by the Council's
do not
Dr.
s
charge that the Post-Bulletin attempted to suppress public opinion and information
on the subject of the Supreme Court's abortion
Instead of
without
reason, as
, the Post-Bulletin actually chose to allow the critics of the
Court's opinion, and of the editorial, far morc space than the
of that
was, in the
of the Council? sound reason in the interest
to terminate the series of letters on the abortion topic and
ects in which the public is interested.
go

Dr. Shearin's

is denied.

Determination of Hinnesota Press Council

vjJ..I..u .....'u

No. 5 (1973)

In the Matter of the Grievance of
Rep. Verne E. Long and Rep. Wendell O. Erickson
vs. the Worthington
Globe

On February 27, 1973, Reps. Long and Erickson submitted
Wortllirlgton Daily Globe with respect to:
a) A headline that
The headline
b) An editorial that
Long vote for still more war.

the

on the front page of the Globe
ll~ 1973.
Rep_
vote continued support for '\Tar."
in the Globe January 12, 1973, headed, "Erickson,

Reps.
and Erickson promptly
by
After
such
conversations, they met at Luverne, Hinn., February 24,
, with Ray
editor of the Globe. They held an extended conversation in an effort to resolve
their
about the headline and the editorial, but the disagreement remained unresolved. Whereupon it went to the Press Council,
letter of complaint
dated February 27, 1973.
The Council's Grievance Committee met
April 13, at the St. Paul Athletlc
Club follmving mailed and te.lel)hclne notice to all
and Erickson
in person to state their grievance. ~either Crippen nor any other Globe
representative appeared, but
submitted (a) a letter dated March 10, 1973, e;{his and the Globe's pv~ ... ~ ...vu, and (b) a court reporter's verbatim transthe discussion between him and Reps. Long and Erickson at Luverne
24.

written at
The story beneath the headline was an Associated Press
the State Capitol
AP staffers there. It was transmitted on the AP wire to the
Globe and other AP member newspapers in l1innesota. The Globe received it on
11 and published it that afternoon. Reps. Long and Erickson stipulated thD.;:
they had no objections to the AP
, only to the headline which the Globe provided.
2) The Globe had
the AP
to
on in writing the headline.
It did not have
information via other channels about what
at
the House Appropriations Committee session which the AP story described.
3)
• Long and
maintained that the headline is inaccurate and unfair, "misleading" and !lfalse," in that it distorts and misrepresents their position
on the two anti-Vietnam war resolutions and on the war itself.
offer three ge~~
eral lines of reasoning:
(a) That U.S.
is
sota state legislature and that state
do
able to federal officials upon which to base foreign
tiona.

of the

~1inne-

decisions and recornmenda-

(b) That each of the two anti-war resolutions was
in one or more of
its clauses. H.F.
, the one
apprlop~ri,~t:lotlS, could be read as not
-

1 -

- 2 -

to
funds for the return of 23,800 U.S.
in
Vietnam at the time of the
Committee action. a.F. 8, the one
U.S. bombing of North
asserted that tithe recent massive
North Vietnam has brought indiscriminate destruction of civilian
property ••••• 11 Reps. Long and Erickson said they did not have information to supthe accuracy of this statement.
(c)

but that
and

Generally, that they wanted
to end
were not satisfied that
war appropriations was the proper way to end

(4) Editor
in contrast, asserted
that the headline was
fair and accurate and justified by the AP story which appeared below.
headline is accurate,!! Crippen said at one point during his
24
discussion with
and Erickson. "I feel that you cast votes in support of the
war. ,I
Crippen reasoned, he explained. that the two resolutions were designed to
bring about an end to U.S. participation in the war. Accordingly, anyone who voted
against such anti-war resolutions, was voting in favor of continued U.S.
tion. The proposition is
> he said.
Yes votes mean that the legislator wants
to end U.S.
for the war. 1:10 votes mean that the
wants to continue U.S. support for the war.

1)

The Press Council finds that the headline was inaccurate and unfair.

2) News headlines should be allowed a reasonable latitude, but on the news
pages they ought to offer a
correct, objective,
and nontitle for the news
which follows.
The headline should be
consistent with the text of the news
it
should be supported by facts within the news story, it most
should not be
a distortion of the facts.
We do not find it accurate or fair to label votes against two
antiwar
resolutions as votes in favor of II cont inued
for war. II As a factual matter,
and Erickson cast votes
two resolutions; they did not cast votes
in favor of anything. A vote against
is not the factual
of a
vote in favor of something else.
in the text of the news
indicates
that
and Erickson Ilsupport" U.S.
in the Vietnam War.
3) Reasonable allowance must be made for the time pressure under which headlines are written. Reasonable allowance is also due for the inherent
of
finding words that both convey the correct shade of meaning and fit the often
headline space available. These factors account for many headlines that fall short
of the ideal.
But Editor
does not plead these
factors. He fully defends
the headline as is. Alternative headlines were
available that would have
been accurate and fair. For example, the Globe headline could have said: "Reps.
Long oppose anti-Vietnam \\Far resolutions. It We find no defense in the
reasonable allowance to be accorded headlines 'writers.
4) Reps. Long and Erickson have asked the Globe
the
ustice done
them through the inaccurate and unfair headline by publishing a retraction, or admission of error, on the front page and in approximately the same space and in the same
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size type as the original January 11 headline. The Globe offered to publish a letter or statement which Long and Erickson would write. Long and Erickson declined to
do so.
We find it the newspaper's responsibility to correct its own headline error.
The offended citizen should not have to bear the burden of writing the correction;
. Long and Erickson's refusal to write the letter or statement offered does not absolvE
the Globe of the responsibility for correcting its own mistake.
Accordingly, the Globe should now publish a statement correcting the offending
headline. This should be done in a prominent way, but because front page requirements vary daily it need not be in the same location or type size as the offending
headline.
The Editorial

1) Reps. Long and Erickson complain that the January 12 editorial entitled,
"Erickson, Long vote for still more war" is both inaccurate and unfair.
Specifically -(a) They assert that the quotation in paragraph 7, "\.Je want more war," sound~.",
as though it is a direct quote from one or both of them and that neither ever made
such a statement or anything like it.
(b) They object that the Globe didn't telephone one or both of them before
writing the editorial to inquire about their reasons for voting against the two anti
war resolutions.
(c) They object to specific phrases such as that Long and Erickson "voted
instead to perpetuate the war" (paragraph 4) and that they were "voting for prolon~;
ing the abominable war" (paragraph 6).
(d) They object to being called ;!warhawks" (paragraph 7), which they insist
they are not.
(e) They object to the editorial's statement that, "if Wendell Erickson and
Vern Long find war so sweet an experience and still can find justification for the
lO-year-old conflict in Asia, they ought to be loaded in the next B52 which is sent
to shred the teeming human masses of Haiphong and Hanoi. II Rep. Erickson asserts the
he \\7as so affected by his O'ID personal service in \.Jorld War II, including service h ·
Okinawa, that he disposed of his guns on returning home and hasn't owned one since"
(f) They object to the final sentence, to wit: "Ten years after the conflict
began \.Jendell Erickson and Vern Long are still thro\17ing logs on war's fire and chef'"
ing on the combatants.','
Long and Erickson maintain that. as of January 11, they very much wanted an e.
to U.S. participation in the war; that they felt it was a mistake for the U.S. to h
involved in the first place; but that they doubted that the courses of action recommended in the two anti-war resolutions were the right way for the United States
to end its participation in the war.
The subsequent cease-fire agreement, Long and Erickson say, bears out their
contention that the action sought by the anti-war resolutions was not the right way
to end U.S. participation in the war.
In short, Long and Erickson by no means wanted "still more war" as the edit01
ial asserted. Rather, they wanted an end to the war, but by alternative means to
those supported by the two resolutions.

The Globe is free to express its opi.nion
but it must not "go beyond the truth il or falsify
2) Editor
s first line of defense is that the editorial is
the purview" of legitimate complaint to the Press Council.

Il

ou tside

The editorial is a strong and frank expression of the Globe's opinion about
the Vietnam War, he says--an opinion that the Globe has
over
several years.' The press, he maintains, has every right to judge the votes of elected lawmakers on the basis of its opinions on issues and to express such negative
criticism as it feels

On the substantive issue, Crippen made clear that he and the Globe view the
Vietnam War along the same lines as the authors of the two anti-tvar resolutions and
that, in their
to oppose such resolutions has the effect of continuing the war.
At the time the editorial appeared~
noted, u.s. B52s
the heaviest air raids of the war
Hanoi.
With
to the
in
, "l~e want more war. II
asserts that this was not intended as a direct quotation and that he doesn't
believe that, in the context, any reader would mistake it for a direct
of
and Erickson.
Crippen notes further that he and the Globe's
invited
and
Erickson to submit a letter or statemen..:
with the
headline and editorial and setting fOJ. th their mm interpretation of their votes
against the anti-war resolutions. The Globe would
such a
statement in full, without deletions or accompanying comment, Crippen had promised.
~VJLlLJ~U~:ll~~ that the Globe would do as
if
submitted a letter or statement but indicated that they chose not to do so
because
felt
had been
and
t be
in a position of
to be
to
themselves ~Il'hen it was the Globe; not
• which
was at fault.

The Press Council does not
editor
's contention that newspaper editorials, as distinguished from news reports, are beyond the proper reach of
the Council's complaint procedure.
Complaints can properly be made
factual inaccuracies and misstatement~i
within an editorial. But at the same time, the Press Council must apply a very care'
ful and restrictive ~etermination of what is
and what is opinion in order not
to trespass upon or discourage the maximum freedom for newspapers to express their
editorial columns that are
labeled opinion rather than objectiv2
2) On this basis, we find that the Globe editorial should not have used the
phrase "llle want more war" in
in
8. Many readers would no doubt
read it as Editor
intended, not as a direct quotation of Long and Erickson
but as
s
about the
and effect of Long's and Erickson's votes.
But the phrase in quotes is subject to
other readers
take it as
that either Long or Erickson actually told the Appropriations
want more war."
did not do so, and the editorial should not
lead any reader to think they did.
3) We
the rest of the
editorial well within the range of acceptable journalism.

for we find the Globe
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The Globe is expressing strong opinion here, even
But it
is not for the Press Council to pass on the reasonableness
of this
nor on the logic or good sense of the
and conclusions which the Globe
should be fully free to express honest
of
draws from the
whatever sort, and it's for the
the Press Council--to distinguish
between "good ll opinion and "bad!! opinion in newspaper editorials.
The
reviewable
regarding editorial opinion. except for factual
accuracy and honestly, is whether the
is
the editor's
and not matters of fact. Here the content
is editorial
and cannot
reasonably be viewed as fact.
In this case, the Globe was
opposed to U.S. policy in Vietnam; it
felt that the two anti-war resolutions were designed to
t h a t , and
it formed the opinion that the
votes
the resolution had the
effect of supporting U.S. policy in Vietnam. It is not the business of the Press
Council to determine whether or not
formulated such
on the
newspapers are
when
do
ions and express them in clearly designated editorial columns.
we also
ect the
grievances against
tions of the editorial (other than IlHe want more war. lf )
It would have been excellent
practice
Long and/or Erickson to discuss the issue before
not necessary; often the pressures of time and the
officials make it impossible.

por-

the Globe to
editorial, but this is
in

The phrases
instead to
the war " and
for
the abominable war" were inherent in the opinion the Globe had formed and was expre:s"Warhawks" is a word of rather imprecise definition. Editorialistics must b::-.
to use such
if
are to write
and effeeand achieve impact for their opinions. Again. it's a matter
whether "warhawkll fits Long and Erickson in these circumstances.
be said of the phrase about finding I'war so
and
the next B52
The Globe painly feels shock and horror
have not been so revolted by the U.S. B52 raids on North
that two such
Vietnam's big cities as to cry out for an immediate end to such raids. If this is
and dramatic way.
the
s
it has a right to express it in an
f.

Once again, the charge that Long and Erickson are "still throwing logs on
fire and
on the combatants."
will
~vith such
Globe opinion; many will find this opinion unreasonable and objectionable in the
extreme; but it is opinion and it's within the province of journalism for newspaper3
to express
The Press Council does not exist to PS3C judgment on what opinions may be expressed and what may not.
4) We note further that the Globe gave its readers
agree with its "Erickson. Long vote for still more war edit:crial.
to the editor were
in support of Long and E~ickscn.

to disletters

Furthermore, the Globe repeatedly invited Long and Erickson to submit for
lication a letter or statement that would
act the Globe's editorial
criticism and explain and defend their
in opposing the two anti-war resolu
tions. This Long-Erickson statement could have been
and
had promised to
it without deletion or comment in rebuttal.
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the Globe had declined to
letters
with its editorial, if the Globe had refused
space to respond to its editorial, it would have faileci in its
respIDnl9il)i:lit:~ and would have been
subject to severe criticism from this Press Council.
But when a newspaper expresse.s stro1l6.
opinion on public officials'
performance in office, and when those public officials reply in a strong and positive
way, then the purposes of good
are
served. The issues are
debated in public, and citizen-readers have opportunity to consider the conflicting
viewpoints, to turn the question over in their own minds, to think about the issues
and form and express their own
Good
encourage this
process.

1)

The Globe's page one headline

11 was inaccurate and unfair.

2) The Globe f s editorial January 12 should not have used the phrase "We want
more war ll in quotation marks because some readers might take this to be a direct
that would be factually wrong and an injustice to Reps. Long
and Erickson.
3) We
ect the rest of
Long-Erickson
, for we find the Globe
editorial well within the range
journalism. The Globe is expressing
strong
here, even
But it is not for the Press Council to
pass on the reasonableness or validity of this opinion, nor on the logic or good
~ense of the judgments and
which the Globe draws from the facts. Newspapers should be
free to express honest opinion of whatever sort, and it is for
the reading public--not the Press Council--to distinguish betlveen "good ll opinion and
"bad"
in newspaper editorials.

4)

The Council recommends that the Globe publish this

of

Determination of Minnesota fress Council

No. 6

In the Hatter of the Gric,><mce of
Mr. Larry Blahauvietz and the
Star. Lir. Carl W.
Erickson~ Publisher

~lr.

Larry B1ahauvietz. a candidate for the city council in
at the
Elections of
3. 1973. wrote to Hinnesota
Association on
4
that he had been refused
space in behalf of his candidacy in an edition of the
County Star dated
2 but that the advertisof a rival candidate had been published. He sent a copy of this letter to 'i:Ir,
Carl t,L Erickson, editor and publisher of the Star.
The association referred lire Blahauvietz to Minnesota
B1ahauvietz then filed a
with the Press Council,
copies of his letter to lfi~A and Hr. Erickson's letter to him. The Press Council took
this exchange of letters as evidence that the
ies had
to conciliate
that
had not succeeded, and that the
satisfied the reof Rule I, A, as amended. The
of this rule
the
Council reads, in
part; "However, this rule is not intended to prevent
the committee from
immediately 'vhen, in the
of the committee,
there has been a clear
of vievlS and further contact between the
and the editor would not serve a useful purpose,;!
Accordingly. the Council,
that the
was ripe for conciliation,
to
and to evaluate the facts in the case.

Mr. B1ahauvietz was one of four candidates in the election for
council and
Hr. Erickson had
information about all of them ahead of the election and
carried a general ne,vs story about the time and
of election and the names of
each of the candidates.
Hr. B1ahauvietz was one of the losers in the election. He is a
theraby the Education Research Development Center in
It appears
in information provided to the Council that, although party identification was not
stressed in the newspaper articles, Hr. Blahauvietz and at least one of his opponents were
allied vlith rival
groups.
2.
The issue of the Star nearest the election was
l1r. B1ahauvietz
, On ilarch 31> to order an;:! pay
advertisement in that issue by which a number of his
,,1ere to indorse him.
Mr. Erickson declined to
the advertisement,
as he says on advice
that a state 1mv makes it
for a nmvspaper to publish political
on the day before election i f the ;::!dition
the
is circulated
on election
in numbers
in
to the total circulation.
the April 2 issue of the Star
it contained an advertisement supthe
of another of the four rivals for the t"ro
on the council. This fact, in the face of refusal of Hr. Dlahauvietz;s advertisin;::;,
a number of
to the Star and the letters, noted above, from
t'Ir. hlahauvietz to Hinnesota i;~ewspaper Association and l:lr. Erickson I s response directed to Nr. Blahauvietz. Hr. Erickson's letter, on the letterhead of the
County Star, has been provided for the Council and reads as follows:
l~1en
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Larry
am sorry you turned out to be a poor 10sE:r.
adviseu and this usually happens to newcomers.

Apparently you have been ill-

"I was
to
your letter anu I would say I doubt that this is the
first time i:1innesota Press and
. Dlahauvietz had sent a copy of his letter to the
of
have heard from a loser. I think it would
have been fair if you had told them there were others in the race and you lost dean extensive and
campaign, not because of a 4-inch ad by another man.
"I have a son that was rather
since he was for you and even
out what he
was
about you before the election.
attitude has never won for any candidate.
IIYour next political venture will be more difficult I am sure.
"Best regards.
(Signed)
"Carl. II
:Hr. Blahauvietz's
by a copy of the above letter.

dated

21, 1973, was, as noted,

The Council asked !'ir. Erickson v s
the
by let ter
dated Hay 8. A
of IvIr. Blahauvietz's
the time. When no
reply was received, another communication from the
out ;lay 24 and this
letter brought a
response dated
29. 1973. As sun~rized and
~tt. Erickson told the Council he felt~ ori8inally) that the matter in dispute was
wholly between Hr.
and himself. He had not talked l·7ith Hr. Dlahauvietz
but had explained to Hrs. Blahauvietz that the
by
Stauffer,
another candidate for the city council, published on Honday, April 2, prior to the
had
in the Star once and was inserted a second time by
the printer on instructions of a part-time member of the staff ~..rithout Hr.
knowledge. Mr. Erickson saiJ that if he had known the advertisement was scheduled
to run
,he, in deference to state la~would have stopped it. The
was
uninformeu about the !'no political advertising on Honday:; rule because !.1r. Erickson
had counted on
all
in the front office.
Hr. :erickson
he made his

about the unintended discrimination and he
to ars. Blahauvietz.

Hr. Erickson told the Council that he had
an announcement of the upelection and biographies of the candidates, trying to be fair to each of
them in allotting
He said th.at he had given Hr. Blahauvietz more space than
other candidates.
rebuttal. dr. Blahauvietz counted the lines in each
phy; two other candidates, he said, received 7 and 17 lines more space than he.
Mr. Erickson told the Council that the omission was
misunderstood
as a political or partisan decision. Political considerations did not enter, he
said; it was
and
a mi}"''Up in the
routine. He was not motivated
by partisan
Hr. Zrickson also told the Council that he did not think !'this situation is
anybody's business. 1.iter all, I explained the mistake and
to them.
Hhat more can a person do?!!
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Council, after he had read the Council's summary of
Hr. Erickson's
rIr. Blahauvietz
part, with Hr. Erickson's
version but he also said: I:r feel
has been satisfied and
that the matter need not be
Hr. Erickson told Hr. Blahauvietz that he declined all political advertising
offered for
on the day prior to the election because ~e
directed
by law to do so. The statute to which Hr. Erickson
has
not, to this
to the Council's request for a citation to the
is Sec. 211.15, Hinnesota Statutes,
amended Hay 24.
Subdivision I
makes it unlawful on election day to solicit votes or distribute political literature within 100 feet of the
in which a
is located. This
subdivision also provides; "Any person who shall at any
on the
of any
or election circulate or distribute~ or cause to be circulated or distributed, any campaign cards, candidates' cards,
or
literature of any
kind whatsoever shall be
of a misdemea110r. 1I
By the 1963 addition to the statute, the
the restrictions
alike to all
literature whether printed or broadcast by radio and television.
advertising in ne"lspapers is not
included in the
of the statute, an
G-2neral J. A. A.
• dated October 2/::,
1948, said that
advertising for campaign
x x x would come within quoted statute." Also, the
said:
the candidate, or the
committee on his behalf.
the ad in the newspaper, knowing it would be circulated on election day, it \'lould be a violation of the purpose
intent of the
statute~ \'7hich is to
vo
without undue influence on the day of election.
HOl-lever, the court
apply the rule of
II
[The law
does not care for, or take notice of. very

Mr. Erickson's decision not to publish Hr. Blahauvietz's
day before election, it is assumed, was based on the
statute 211.15.

on the
\vritten into

The
of an advertisement by Candidate Stauffer, a rival, in the
same edition from which Hr. Blahauvietz's advertising was excluded, is attributed
by Hr. Erickson to circumstances which the
members of the Council, at
least, can understand and
as inadvertence. The effect upon Hr.
campaign attributable to omission of his
advertisement is
more
to him than the appearance
opponent's small 2-column
by 4-inch
votes.
In another case, the Hatter of Rachner and the Union
St. Paul
No. 4J, the Press Council defined the issue as whether the ne"Hspaper
could justifiably exclude from its editions all
that
for candidates indorsed by the traues union committee which controlled the newspaperis policies. Mrs. Jane Rachner, a candidate for the school board, had not
been indorsecl, therefore her
could not be
in the Union
Advocate.
"'''' ...... ''' ... vu

After

the Council was of the
acting upon its own motion after
notice,
discriminate bet1;veen candidates for the same office in
and publishing advertisSuch
hO\"ever~ t~le Council saiu il meant tnat the Union Advocate did not accept the standards of ne\vspapers of general circulation. A standar:,
by a newspaper of
circulation under which only the
of
political candiclates approved by the publisher is
would be
offensive to the fundamental
of fairness and
Council said.

- 4 The Pipestone County Star is a newspaper of
circulation~ but its situation in this
is
different from that of the Union Advocate. The
Star seeks to
a precept of journalism stated by the Council in the Rachner
case in this language: liThe
standard of journalism
a newspaper to
be
to all ideas and, of course, to be accurate and fair in
News stories about the election published
the Star
were
with the stated ideal. It was
inadvertence that caused this
to fail.
The statute
the Star to exclude Hr. Blahauvietz's
• and
this was the sole reason for the publisher's action. In this case, as in the
Rachner case, the Press Council does not act as a court. It is art
udieial
without power of sanctions,
for the purpose of giving advisory opinions to aid the press in the fulfillment of its vital
interest role. As we
said in that case:
of access to the press for public information as to
for public office. whether by paid advertisement or otherwise, are too
important to be avoided on
technical
II
Horeover. the purpose
of the Council, as stated in its
includes in Article II, (A) a
to
the freedom of the press. 1I
the fact that it is not competent to render a
much
less a legal opinion as to the validity of a statute, the Council. nevertheless,
for what it is worth~ has some
on Sec. 211,15 which it should like to
air in the hope that institutions of competent jurisdiction, as well as the free
press. might take note of them.
Paid advertising on the subject of political and social. issues was accorded
of the First &Iendment in the case of
376
U.S. 245 (1964) and
against the state of Alabama~ and
other states,
through the Fourteenth Amendment. The
of state action on
communication is clear in the reaction of IIr. Erickson to Sec. 211.15, and in the interpretation of the attorney general in 19L,0. Is it not possible that the statute,
read in the context of the Hew York Times case cited, as well
384 U. S. 216 (1966), would mean something
to
General
in
In the Hew Yorl:.
, Justice Brennan, writing for the Court,
commercial
in Valentine v.
U. S. 52
from political and social issues advertising, giving constitutional
the latter,
it to the former.

to

The 111l1s case concerned a newspaper editorial published on election
and
readers how to vote. The Court said the editorial was protected by the
First Amendment and it could not be banned either on election day or the day before
election.
There are differences, of course, betvleen
and a nel"Spaper editorial, and differences between political cards,
• broadcast messages, and other
media. As the Court recognized in the Mills case, voters
in and near the
are entitled to be let alone, but in
newspaper advertising with cards, posters, and audible media, as he did in
~
General
of the First Amendment as the authors of the statutE
he was
TIle f;J.ct that his
does not have the force of la\.. does
not mean th~t citizens can ignore it or that it does not burden the First Amendment.
One of the
of t:le First Amendment. as
the courts> is
that it prevents legislatures and la'-1 enforcement officials from
to voters
the kind of
) conui1unity-wide assistance. guidance and protection expressed
and implied by Sec. 211.15 where it deals with matters
outside the
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immediate vicinity of the election
i\Iaintenance of the peace and
order
is one thing. It is quite another to silence the entire
by legislation.
JU!5tice

for the Court, saici. in the Hills case

II • • •
The Constitution
selected the press, which includes not
only new'spapers, books, and t1mgazines but also humble leaflets and circulars . . •
to play an
role in the discussion of public affairs ••.. The Alabama Corrupt Practices Act
providing criminal penalties for
editorials such as
the one here silences the press at a time when it can be most effective. It is difficult to conceive of a more obvious and
abridgement of the
guaranteed freedom of the press. [384 U. S. 216, 219 (1966)J

"The state statute leaves people free to hurl their
up to the
last minute of the
before election. The law held valid by the Alabama
Court then goes on to make it a crime to answer those i last-minute t
and countercharges on election
the only time
can be effectively answered. Because
the law prevents any
reply to these
, i t is wholly ineffective in
protecting the electorate 'from confusive last-minute charges and
We hold that no test of reasonableness can save a state law from invalidation as a
violation of the First Amendment when that law makes it a crime for a newspaper editor to do no more than urge
to vote one way or another in a
held
election.1: [Ibid., at p.
In the Council's
the freedom thus defined for the writer of an editorial
may be also applicable to Hr. Blahauvietz's advertisement
voters to support
and to others who
their poliLical
in newspapers 'which are
circulatec.l in the usual way in the community any
of the year.

In the matter of the Grievance of ilr. Larry Blahauvietz and the Pipestone County
Hr. Carl \.J'. Erickson,
• it has been
to the Press Council
that Hr. Erickson apologized to 11r. Blahauvietz and the latter has stated that he
does not vlish to press the matter further.
The Grievance complaint) howev(:r, does point up the need for each nevJspaper to
draH up definite rules governing the
of
to assure
fair and
treatment of all candidates. Such rules should set forth the conditions and final publication dates for such
and all employees of the newspaper who may be involved in such
should be made
familiar
Hith the rules to avoid misunderstantiing as occurred in this instance.
Further, tvherever possible, the candidates themselves and
committees
should be informed in advance of the rules adopted by the nevlspaper> so that
are
aware of what
may expect.
on Hinnesota Statutes 211.15 prohibitThe current matter also draus a
of the U. S.
politicel
on Election Day and the pos sibility in
Court
Hills v. Ala'jama that the ilinnesota Statute may be unconstithe courts and not the Hinnesota
tutional. This is a matter for detennination
that i t
be
Press Council. The Press Council may, however>
the
statute
so
that
the
question
for the nev]spapers to arrange for a t::st case of
may be decided.
that this determination be
The Press Council
Star and be released to the media

the Pipestone

J.
tion.

C.
as not

Gerald, public member, dissents from the
His dissenting opinion is attached.

determina··

President of the Council~ did not
and is recorded
the consideration and determination of the grievance.

Hr. Gerald, a member of the Council. dissents from the
and files the
opinion:

of the maj

1.

The case, Blahauvietz against the
Star, is a classical confrontation between a citizen ~~ho. without much money or established influence~ wants to
be elected to
and a ne~'.rspaper which
signs of
to the political and business Establishment. There are shorter titles,
in sociological
the antagonists as
and tithe outs and Larry
Blahauvietz obviously was in the latter
when the case arose.
As a typical
common man, B1ahauvietz has been undervalued by the
Council's opinion in this case. The Council has
considered and
the Establishment newspaper's interests. But the First Amendment, that
Fathers and a prophetic line of justices of the Supreme Court of the Unite,;
States, is treated in the Council's opinion as a matter of less
than the
business rules of the press. It is not that the First Amendment is
as unimportant. Far from it. It is just that, as understood by the "ins,1I the
First Amendment is great for the press as a weapon
i'tyrannical
but is not
intended for the "out s l1 like Blahauvietz. who might plead it
newspapers to
a
in a political
II.

on the record accumulated
the Council in this and other cases in
Pipestone County, the considerations omitted from the Council 1 s majority
interpreted
than I would
) shape up as follows:

or

Pipestone
and Pipestone
in terms of elections, are areas in which
stability in par
structure has
been the rule but which are now'upset by the
aftermath of the Vietnam War. A combination of even small issues could affect the
outcome of elections. The Council
had before it as complainant State Representative Verne E.
J
whose district includes Pipestone
Hr. Long was
genuinely concerned~ he told the Council, that a Worthington Globe story and editorial about his attitude toward the Vietnam War would affect his race for re-election.
The balance was close
that he would have to account to the voters for a story
he said
one of his votes in the Legislature.
Perhaps this concern is based on thr:> fact that
voters are
increased attention to candidates
as ~1ell as to party and faction. Hhile
Head received GO
County vote for governor in the
general
had 51 per cent and the war issue makes
the
ority's future
Long indicated.
2,206 votes were cast in the 1970
election in
and
when Blahauvietz ran for the
Council, the total voter turnout dropped to 903
votes. devertheless, Blahauvietz needeJ only 42 more
votes to
in the
runoff. His classification as an "oue l was under1ined 1 when not very
after the
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candidate who
the most votes
from the Council and the perto the vacancy was not among those who ran for election.
I f political adver

can help
,
it is a Blahauvietz, a candidate who has to
to the voters over the heaus of those
holding public
office. Blahauvietz ,.,as not allot-led to purchase
in the
County
Star two
before the
by which a group of his supporters
recommended him to all voters. Horeover, he found. after the last paper
the
election came out, that an advertisement had been
for Roger
candidate who turned up fourth in the vote.
The Press Council
has found that the Star
the Stauffer advertisement
as a result of a mixup between employees, and not as an act
of political discrimination. With that
, I have no
The
of the Star
adheres to journalistic principles. His difficulties do not
grm.,r out of political shenanigans but out of his
in the mind of
Blahauvietz and his friends, with the
Such a group, with an
uncertain
ority. also is inclined to expect more of the newspaper than a policy o~
, let alone
uould
Nevertheless. the Star asserts it has
tried to be fair.
,'1i th the
ority on inadvertence ~ as I do. is one
that the editor-publisher acted t'1ith sufficient
and
to Hipe out
the unintended
to Blahauvietz is
else
Here the editor's
actions, as found in the record, make him appear more a typical "in-group' member
than a ne\vspaper publisher trying to right a 'irong.
to the record, the
said:
] never called me but did tal':.e the trouble to writ!:!
a letter when he lives half a block from where I live. I did talk to his '-life right
after the incident took
I
to her
what
and I told her
I was sorry. I thought that was the end of the story,l!

tihat does Blahauvietz say in response:
letter. as indicated in our conversation. is in reply to your letter
Hr. Erickson's response
W.
Erickson is the editor-publisher of the Star]. It
';Following the ad in the
stone County Star. several of my supporters
with the
llov7ever, my
lvife did not
lvith IIr. Erickson a8 he assumed. 'I
There is no doubt
, after the Press Council
, error tvas confessed
and
\vere expressed. If the
did not speak to Hrs. Blahauvietz,
to whom lvas the Star's apology delivered?
direct contact between the parties
would have been better than this
of error.
The
indicates he thinks Blahauvietz should come to see him.
Blahauvietz, he said,
half a block from where I live.;' Is it any furhter to
Blahauvietz I s house than to Erickson 161 If a
makes a serious mistaI~e) in-advertent or othert-lise. does the
order of the
the person
who suffers by the error to petition th~ editor? Or should the editor take the initiative and~ in cases of obvious error like this one, get in touch with the member
of the public?
, the
here useu is that Blahauvietz. as a
member of
the
calls the editor. Blahauvietz
a call from the editor if he is
influential or a melaber of the maj ority.
Blahauvietz was trying to become a member of the maj
by
for office
Did his failure to
elected relieve the
of responsibility for initiative in
things
Horeover,
to examine the
sease,
at no point did Blahauvietz say he "lanted to withdraH his complaint. Instead? after
his
on the record. and
charge and countercharge. he
said he no
believed Erickson
discrimination and he did
not want to press onward for a resolution of the several conflicts in his and
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s version of what
for all to see.

But he did leave the record of his compiaint

The Press Council was established~ among other things, to
to the attention of
on their actions as they Dlay appear to the communiIi the obj ect
In calling attention, in this case, to Ilobligatiol1s of the
is to
the whole of the
of journalism understand
better. Reputable
opinion polls
show that newspapers have a
problem and that, in relation to
and generally,
have receded in
esteem. It may be that if
make adjustments in their habitual attitudes
toward
individuals, their action would enhance public
III.

Hould that the above phases of the case were all that is of
and that
this dissent could end at this
However, the case confronts us lVith other
attitudes of newspaper people that, in their interest, ought to be examined.
up~u~uu approves and recommends to editors a system of
of
by newspapers \V'hich does violence to the spirt of the
First Amendment as
by the
Court of the United States. The
thesis of the Council majority Iuay be--it does not make itself clear on this
that the spirit of the First Amendment deals
with 'official acts, not with
vate
on freedom. If that were so, the
of Hinnesota~ while
abhorring an official censor, would approve the same acts if instigated by a trade
association or if done
individual editors act
alone.

This point for discussion grm'lS out of the fact that Erickson. in refusing
from Blahauvietz in the first
, told Blahauvietz he had
been advised by Hinnesota
Association that he might run the risk of comin good faith. but
a criminal offense. This advice was~ no doubt,
neither the Legislature nor any Hinnesota court of record has
with the
Hinnesota Ilet-lspaper Association on this point.
on the day before
The anxiety about legality of political advertising
1948 by Earl il. A.
or on election
,is traceable to an opinion
an assistant
, acting for the then at
• J.A.A.
This opinion construes ~linnesota statute 211.15 in the Corrupt Practices Act. One part of the statute--a part which is non-controversial and does not
in this discussion--protects the area immediately around
and
themselves from
or the distribution of advertising. Anothof the statute. hml1ever, is
overbroad:
nAny per son ,.,ho s hall .:::::..::;......;::.:.:..!~:.=.:=:::....;::.::.:.-=-=--=:=.t.--=...;;;;......-=;."t..,.....L..::..=.;....:.:.-~_ _
circulate or
, or cause to
~uu~cu, any campaign cards, candidates' cards~
literature 0 f any kind whatsoever. shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.;

On Hay 24. 1963, the Legislature revised the statute,
subdivision 2
television or radio" to the prohibited methand
a ban on
ods of distribution. Again ne\l1spapers ,.,ere not mentioned, and ;ir. Isensee l s opinio;survives
in the Hinnesota Statutes Annotated principally because the 1963
state revision is in the Pocket Part of the volume of Annotated Statutes. If the
note referring to the 19l}3 opinion survives in tbe revised edition of the main volume, it
Nill have GlOre historical than
value. Anyway) this annotator's note is literature, not laH.
I t is the
•
by 1963
action which ignored it,
under which Erickson silenced Blahauvietz. On its face, the 19l1u assistant attorney
genera.L v s opinion
conflicts with the First Amendment as
Hinnesota by the Fourteenth Amendment.
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The public
down by the

policy with reference to
has been laid
Court of the United States
back to
v.
U.S, 5? (:1':'~2), II dds ea::,:c,
Court h,~ld tha.t a
handbill with advertising on one side and a citizen's
officials on the other side was not
by the First Amendment. Take the advert isoff, the court said. and there 'Vlould be- another case. The conclusion that commercial
is not
by the First Amendment was drawn from the case
by
and
alike.
tfuen the Court decided :lew York Times v.
another kind of advertising to deal with--a full
lished in the Ne'. . . York Times. The Court said:

had
advertisement

"That the Times was
for publishing the advertisement is as immaterial
in this connection as is the fact that ne~lspapers and books are sold.
other conclusion t'lould discourage newspapers from carrying 'editorial advertise-ments' of this
• and so might shut off an important outlet for the promulgation of information and ideas by persons who do not themselves have access to
publishing
wish to
their freedom of
even though
were not manbers of the press. • ••
hold that if the
libelous statements would otherwise be constitutionally protected from the present
judgment, they do not forfeit their
because
were
in
the form of a
advertisement."
In this same case, the Court invoked a
policy with reference to
comment which, it seems to me, ought to have a particular appeal to newspaper
consider this case
t the background of a
national
commitment to the principle that debate on public issues should be uninhibited,
robust, anJ
and that it may ' . . . ell include vehement. caustic, and
sometimes
sharp attacks on government and public officials . • ,"
Another
Court case
insight into the
of Sec. 2lL1')
of the Hinnesota Corrupt Practices Act) as it applies to newspapers, is tUlls v.
Alabama. 384 U. S. 214 (1966). It should be noted that this decision came down
three years after the ~Iinnesota
! s latest revision of Sec.
2l1.lS and
that the
of the section may be affected
In the Hills case, a
nel17Spaper editor ,. . .as
Practices Act, similar to the ilinnesota act, for
on election day advising readers hOl". to vote. The
unconstitutional under the First Amendment as
Fourteenth Amendment, said:

an editorial
Court, holding the statu
Alabama
the

differences may exist about
of the First Amendment there is practically universal a~reement that a major purpose of the
Amendment was to
the free discussion of governmental affairs. This of
coursa includes the discussions of candidates. structures, and forms of
ment, the manner in which governme~lt is
or should be
aL
such matters
to
ical processes. The Constitution
selecteu the press, uhich includes not
nellspapers, books, and
but also humble leaflets and circulars. to play an important role
the dis-.
cussion of
affairs. Thus the press serves and was
to serve as
a pOHerful antidote to any abuses of pm".er
governmental officials and as a
constitutionally chosen means for
officials elected
the people responsible to all the people which
'vere selected to serve. The Alabama
Corrupt Practices Act by providing criminal penalties for
editorials
such as the one here silences the press at a time when it can bCl,lost effective.

It is difficult to conceive of a more obvious and flagrant abridgement of the
constitutionally guaranteed freedom of the press."
Alabama said its law's ' . . ere intended to protect the public from 'Iconfusive lastminute charges and countercharges and the distribution of propaganda in an effort to
influence voters on an election day."
Responding, the Supreme Court said:
II This argument. even if it were relevant to the constitutionality of the
law, has a fatal flaw. The state statute leaves people free to hurl their campaign charges up to the last minute of the day before election. The law held
valid by the Alabama Supreme Court then goes on to make it a crime to answer
those 'last minute' charges on election day, the only time they can be effectively answered . ' !

The Press Council majority recommends that each newspaper Ildraw up definite
rules governing the publication of political advertising to assure fair and
equal treatment of all candidates. Such rules should set forth the conditions
and final publication dates for such advertising, and all employees
the
newspaper may be involved in such advertising should be made thoroughly familiar with the rules to avoid misunderstanding as occurred in this instance. II
It seems to me this recommends a system of private blackouts of political advertising just as much in conflict ,. . ith public policy as Section 211.15 of the statutes
and the now discredited Alabama Corrupt Practices Act. The differences between
private and official action are recognized, but the ,Council majority anchors its
recommendation to the policy expressed in the statute.
There is no quarrel with regulations which keep order in the polling places
or stop the distribution of literature in or near the polls on election day. The
quarrel is with blackouts applied to the total community as well as the polling
places.
If private firms are to regulate political advertising, and in so dOing, suppress it, they ought to consider the eventual repercussions of access legislation
on their own businesses. It would be enougn to confine regulation to presstime
deadlines and to guidelines designed to prevent character assassination. Sweeping
rules banning all political advertising near election day, or on election day, merely because to accept it occasions a bit of trouble to read the copy and explain good
taste to overeager candidates for office, do not serve the institutions of political
freedom.
If newspaper publishers are unwilling to take a little extra trouble to encourage full. free, and fair political communication) how can they ask the community
to rally to the defense of their First A.-nendment freedoms?
The diffidence of the Press Council majority in discussing the probable constitutionality of Section 211.15 is based on a reticence surprising in journalists,
at least. Surely it is not due to customary journalistic modesty. Perhaps there is
fear that if the statute is questioned. prosecution of Erickson for violating it
might be encouraged. But Erickson, who lives and works among friends, is not about
to be victimized by inadvertence. The statute itself might be dealt with as it deserves if it is called to the attention of the Legislature and the Courts and if
the burdens it exerts on political communication are made clear.

v.
I would preserve in the Press Council opinion denunciation of the bad public
policy in Sec. 211.15 and I would condemn the private rules the majority recommends
without respect to the content of political advertising for I think those private
rules burden political freedom just as surely as official actions.

-n'l-

Determination of Hinnesota Press Council

No.7 (1973)

In the tmtter of the Grievance of the
Hinnesota Education Association and 32
Hinnesota ne~vspapers.

A.L.
Gallop, executive
of the Minnesota Education Association,
addressed
4. 1973~ letter to the rlinnesota Press Council through its chairman
c. Donald
complaining about ,,,hat
to him to be unethical
a number of Hinnesota newspapers in the
of a Feb, 20, 1973, news release
widely distributed
the Hinnesota School Boards Association.
Chairman Peterson
the letter to the attention of the Press Council at
its
of
18, 1973. Due to the unusual nature of the complaint, in that it
involved a number of independent newspapers and their
in regard to a COulmon press
the Press Council directed its chairman to ask the
~mA for more detailed
a
list of identified newspapers and their addresses with
whom the MEA makes its charges.
In
dated
30, 1973, the :t1EA
with a detailed, documented complaint against 35 Hinnesota newspapers, as
by the
Press Council. To further
the Press Council
that there be a
clear
of views on a complaint between the
and the newspaper involved, the HEA mailed individual letters of
to each of the 35
newspapers
the
of June 6-14, 1973,
a response or
from each newspaper in
to its
of the HSBA release.
3. 1973~ nine of the newspapers had
in
ways.
ter vIas sent by Press Council chairman Peterson to the newspapers which had
sponded,
them of an
. 23, 1973,
on the matter~
attend the hearing, and urging them to give some explanation of their
the matter for Press Council consideration.

A let-

The Minnesota Press Council held a public
on the HEA
on
Aug. 23
at 9:30 a.m. at the St. Paul Athletic Club, St. Paul, Hinn.
Peter G. Pafiolis. director of
relations for
presented the }1EA
complete with
of the article in
of
with newspapers involved in the
with the Hinnesota
Press Council. Present
by invitation of the Press Council. were
Hi11iam
, executive
the lJinnesota School Boards
and H.
assistant director. ilone of the newspapers were
at
the
had been extended invitations to attend, as previously
cited. However, responses were read from 26 newspapers,
in some instances
editorials and news articles on the matter. Nine newspapers were noted as
made no response to either the Press Councilor the HEA.
At that time. the HEA said it wished to withdraw complaints
Crow River
News at Rockford, the Sherburne
Star :Jews at Elk River and the Stewart
Tribune. The three complaints were dropped. The Press Council then proceeded to
consider each newspaper
It vIaS noted hO'Vl and when the information was
p'-',I.}-'-, ....::.u<:::u.. what response was made
each newspaper. and \vhat
--if any--was given
each newspaper.

The Hinnesota School Doards Association. a
- 1 -

statewide association

2 -

of
school boards in dinnesota with
at St. Peter, Hinn. dtstributed a news release dated Feb. 20, 1973, for liimmediate: 1 release,
in the 1973 State
According to the usual
of the dSBA as
to the Press
Council by its executive
, William
the release was mailed to
all Minnesota newspapers, to school
and to several local school
board members
the state for the purpose of
the MSBA vi.e~rpC)lrlt
on the subject matter. A cover letter
the release as mailed to local
school officials,
them to take the release
to local newspapers
as an additional means of
The press release. in
forms. then appeared in print in newspapers
Hinnesota during late February and early March. 1973.
Text of the £-ISBA release is as follows:
FEBRUARY 20, 1973
RELEASE: nmE:LnATE

MINNESOTA SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION
BOX 129
ST.
HIHHESOTA 56082
(507) 931-2450; Metro 335-8577, 336-9141

Who should control your schools? Do
of Minnesota want to give
teachers and other
of our
school districts the right to
Do you want an outside) non-elected arbitrator. ,.,ho is in no tlTay responsibll>
of your district, to set school district taxes and the educational
and
policies of your district?
This is

will
(House File 295 and Senate File
~lhat

discussed by the Ninnesota
during this session.

These bills call for binding arbitration of those matters not
upon durnegotiations
economic aspects and
along t"ith educational
In short, if teachers and school boards do not agree, the matter goes to
arbitration for a decision. These bills provide that. if public
school boards do not
the award or decision of an arbitrator or arbitrators,
the teachers and other employees of the district have the
to strike.
The
of these bills would make it almost
for the elected
school board members to be
for the educational
for
of the district and for
elected by the public. These bills threaten to end
in
the control of
s
schools by the citizens of the state.
If passed, this legislation would mean that every decision made by an elected
school board and its administration could be overridden
an outside arbitrator
if the teachers and employees of a school district did not agree with the decision
of the board. Citizen
in the affairs of local government \vill) for
all intents and purposes? be nullified by a person or persons far removed from the
local unit of
Hembers of the
local government and citizen

should be contacted
on the threat to
contained in these two bills.

- aThe Hinnesota Education C1.bl:lV\.:.Ld.
Press Council chairman C. Donald
matter ~lithout

in a
4,
, letter addressed to
called attention to wllat it termed "a
in the
appear to be unethical
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performances of a number of neivspapers relative to the use of material supplied by
the Hinnesota School Boards Association. 1I
The UEA letter w"as
to the attention of the Press Council at the Coun18, 1973,
in St. Paul. The Press Council asked for details and
from the HEA before pursuing the matter further.
The HEA
vii th a more detailed
in
dated
Hay 30, 1973. The complaint ,<las based on findings in what HEA said \Vas a massive
research
which it claimed to have
state newspapers on file
at the Hinnesota Historical Society. Papers examined were published
the
period of the last weeks of
and
weeks of Harch" 1973, and research
revealed that more than 60 newspapers used the HSBA material, of which more than 30
used it in a questionable manner in the view of the
MEA.
by the HEA:

the following uses were documented and

The
Press,
5620<3--Verbatim use in the Barch 1, 1973. issue as
an editorial, without attribution.
Fairfax Standard, Fairfax 55332--Verbatim use,
first sentence as a headline, in the l1arch 1, 1973, issue as an editorial, without attribution.
Jackson
Pilot. Jackson 56l43--Verbatim use in the Feb. 23, 1973, issue
as an editorial, 'tvithout attribution. The words "and the Jackson District!! were
added to the second
Le Sueur
.) Ne'i-1s-Herald" Le Sueur 5G058--Verbatim use in the Narch 7, 1973)
issue as an editorial, ,vithout at tribu tion.
Shakopee
i.~ews.
55379--Verbatim use in the Feb. 28, 1973, issue
as an editorial, 'tvithout attribution.
The Storden Times, Storden 56l74--Verbatim use of first two
) with
admonition to ':\-lrite your
and senators to kill these bills:f appeared in the :larch G, 1973, issue as part of a I:Peeking through the KEY HOLE with your
colunm. The item il1aS boxed for
West Concord 2nterprise. Hest Concord
issue under the "Our

use in the I-larch 1> 1973,
without attribution.

The Alden Advance, Alden 56009--Verbatim use on
2 of the ~ffirch 15, 1973,
,,1ithout attribution in text, but identifying source at the end as '(From
the Emmons
The
) Herald, Amboy 560l0--Verbatim use on Page 10 of the L'larch 2,
1973, issue, without attribution or identification of source.
Belview
, Belview 562l4--Verbatim use on a news page in the Harch I,
1973, issue. without attribution or identification of source.
Bertha Herald. Bertha 56347--UseJ on
1 of the Barch I, 1973, issue'vith
identification of source in third
• and additional information inserted
in the middle of the article and at the end of the article.
The Ellendale
, Ellendale 56026--Verbatim use on
1973. issue, vlithout attribution or identification of source.
The Ely IHner. Ely 5573l--Verbatim use on
without attribution or identification of source.

3 of the i·larch 14,

1 of the Harch 8, 1973, issue,

- 4
The Emmons Leader, Emmons 56029--Verbatim use on Page 3 of the Harch 1, 1973,
without attribution or identification of source.
The Heron Lake Hevls. Heron Lake 56137--Verbatim use as the
1 lead ne"lS
story of the March 1, 1973, issue, \vithout attribution or identification of
source.
The
News, Hinckley 55037--Verbatim
of the Harch 1, 1973, issue, without attribution

to back
source.

The Hoffman Tribune. Hoffman
use on
issue, without attribution or identification of source.

1 of the Barch 1, 1973,

Jordan
, Jordan 55352--Verbatim use on
1
ump to
the Harch 1, 1973, issue, \vithout attribution or identification of source.
added at end of release about local actions taken on the matter.

3) of

['£"I'l1n1"u riel'ls,
Kimball 55353--Verbatim use of first
on
12 of
the March I, 1973, issue, but considerable reorganization and rewriting of the remainder. No identification as to the original source.

1 of the Harch 1, 1973.
Lamberton iJews. Lamberton 56152--Verbatim use on
but no attribution or identifiwith partial indication of source in
cation of source in the story.
The Habel Record, Habel
use on
without attribution or identification of source.
in a

1 of the I1arch 1, 1973,

County
, Harshall 56258--Partial use of material
1 story of the Barch 10, 1973, issue, with the Hountain Lake Observer
as the source.

The Horgan
56266--Verbatim use on Page 6 of the March 15,
1973, issue, without attribution or identification of source.
The Okabena Press, Okabena 56161--Verbatim use as the
1 lead news
story of the ~Iarch 1, 1~73> issue,
c..ttribution or ilentification of
sourc',:,,,
The Oklee Herald, Oklee 56742--Verbatim use on Page 1 of the Barch 1, 1973,
without attribution or identification of source.
Tri-County Record
Herald Department), Rushford 55971--Verbatim use on
a section page of the Harch I, 1973,
without attribution or identification of
source.
The Royalton Banner~ Royalton 56373--Verbatim use on
issue, with no attribution or identification of source.

1 of the I1arch 8, 1971

The Twin Valley Times, TW'in Valley 56534--Verbatim use on Page 1 of the Feb. 28,
1973,
without attribution or ic.entification of source, and the heaJ1ine LA
Heedless Question--Who Should Control Your Schools?"
The Haconia Patriot, ~1aconia 55337--Verbatim use on
1 of the Harch I, 1973,
without attribution or identification of source~ and headline
Threatens School Board
1.
<
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The Cass
March
line:

In('lel:>eIldEmt? Walker 56484--Verbatim use on
16 in the
issue, without attribution or identification of source, and the headBoards Oppose Bills. 11

The Walker Pilot, Walker
use on
16 of the liarch 1, 1973,
issue, without attribution or identification of source, and the headline:
Boards Oppose Bills. 1I
The Warroad Pioneer, Harroad 56763--Verbatim use on
5 of the March 14,
1973,
without attribution or identification of source, and the headline:
"Minnesota School Board Urges Citizens to
House File 295 and Senate File 365. 11
The l-IEA mailed individual letters of
to each of the
and
above newspapers, and
copies of
Press Council for
examination. The 11EA
responses or
from each of the 35 newspapers cited. The first letters were mailed out by }IEA during the
of
June 6-14, 1973.
Nine of the newspapers responded to the ~IEA complaint and inquiry as of
1973,
three newspapers
whom complaints were withdra'tvu at
the
. 23
The responses varied from publication of
apologies
for poor performances, to letters explaining circumstances of publication, to letters
to
used.
did not respond.
were advised in a
letter sent out by Press Council chairman Peterson that a public
on the MEA
had been set for 9:30 a.m. on Aug. 23, 1973, at the St. Paul Athletic Club.
Each of the ne,,]s;lapers were invited to attend. but if
could not be
it was
they give some response to the
to assist the Press Council
in its deliberations.
ne~vspapers

By the date of the Aug. 23
, all but nine
directly to the I'lEA or the Press Council ~ or both.

ne~vspapers

had responded eithe"-

As a matter of first concern, the Ninnesota Press Council is not
the subject matter or the viewpoint
by the Minnesota School Boards Association in its news release of Feb.
That is not at issue here.
It is
within the
of the MSBA to issue such releases to newspapers, school officials, legislators or anyone else as part of its organizational
purpose as an association of
school boards in the State of rIinnesota.
Hore
• the liSBA should be considered as a
and pressure group
for an acknowledged public purpose--the status quo or betterment of school board
rules and
, and the
of school board rights and authwith respect to
AIl editor can welcome such
activity by citizens and groups, but he should not neglect to test their objectives
and their means.
such groups are
lobbies
interests-whether they be the
ectives of HSBA, HEA or the countless hundreds of other
groups and causes
as part of our
Hany of them
can and do block
proposed for Hinnesota. They have a
be heard.
ri6ht to protest. They have a
to opinions and
But in
responsive, fair press,
have no
dominate.
A

editor must make it his business to knO'iv something of the history of or"their
a n d . and their
and tactics. At the same time) newspapers have an established right to accept or
ect
any such organizational releases submitted for
or to edit such material."
groups~

- 6 The case before the Hinnesota Press Council does not involve access to news columns,
nor does it involve libelous or slanderous materials, nor does it involve what the
HEA termed
insidious
to subvert the press.
from the
newspapers themselves seem to indicate
inconsistent and sloppy procedures by many newspapers in the handling of submitted
news releases.
The issue squarely before the Press Council is two-fold: (1) Is it
journalism for a newspaper to
verbatim a news release without
some information as to the source of the release?; and (2) Is it good journalism for a newspaper to publish a news release verbatim as an editorial, without attribution of
source?
The
ection raised by the Minnesota Education Association in the
of
this ne'tlTs release is not to the content of the release itself. but rather the fact
that so many newspapers elected to
in a number of forms
'tlTithout
that
the HSBA as the
the opinions expressed
The release obviously
one viewpoint--the HSBA
the ramof pending
the 1973 Minnesota
nowhere in the body of the release was it ever mentioned that it was an
From
the Press Council concluded it was the hope of the 'HSBA that the
release receive widespread
ne,vs releases are a common publicity device used extensively by individuals. groups and
in Ninnesota today, and
used as a
natural means of access to news columns
the
It is
well known that the better prepared a ne'tlTs release is, the better opportunity and
likelihood it will be
Busy editors and newspaper staff members are often
to
copy a cursory markup, rather than close
to include the
source of the release, among other details. T:lUs. ne'tlTs releases often appear as
submitted.
Such
relations and
as they may be. do
not excuse or alleviate the need for edtiors and news staff members to scrutinize
copy carefully.
should j
the credibility of their ne'V1S
columns--and clear identification of news sources wherever
• and
when necessary. is a strong journalistic device for instilling reader confidence.
Hr. Justice Felix Frankfurter
it this way in a 75th
published by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
1953:
as
a true narrative of event,s
columns are not only
and characterization they
infuse the
through headlines. spacing,
s mind and
influence his standards of j
It is the news columns that
determine the
habits of the
It is
rather
to
that shape the attitude of lazy credulity
than one of critical
much more
"The unconscious, and
uncritical absorption of
To an exthan any
alertness 'Vlhich most readers
opinion is
by the kind~
tent far beyond the public's own realization,
of news columns. It depends on the quality of news columns,
the volume, the
whether the public's
is confused instead of
day after
its feelings are debilitated or steadied. its reason deflected or enlisted .
• therefore 1
on what news is
and how the ne'VlS is
11
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Anticipating the Justice's line of
• editor E.P. Scott of the
Hanchester, England, Guardian stated it this ...,ay more than four decades ago (underlining is the Press Council 1 s for
may be no actual perversion of the facts; a judicious selection may
equally suffice, and this
from any real malice. That is why the _~~~lL£!.
~~~~~~ are so
of the perveyors
the news
That of those who
~ no less.
For the
may be shown as
, and the unimportant as imnorr·~~,r, by devices
and innocent as type, headlines or position on the page. It is all a
of discretion and good faith."
The HEA
) in the
of the Press Counci11 comes down to a matter
of discretion and good faith. Should a ne'tvspaper publish a controversial story
without attribution of sources? Should a newspaper
verbatim an editorial
~vithout any attribution, in such a way that readers believe the editorial was tvritten by the local editor or members of his staff?

The Press Council, in the course of its discussion, elected to
the release as a news story on one hand, and
editorial on the other.
Principles of good journalism
differentiate bet'Yleen
ective news stories and editorial
matter of editorials.

the
it as a
be able to
First, the

Editorials, by their very definition, are slanted t·lritings. they represent the
opinion, the viewpoint, of the newspaper--or at least of the editorial writer--on
whatever
ect is
discussed. Editorials should be
labeled as such,
and perhaps be established
an Opinion Page for that purpose. I'lliile the Press
Council favors
distinct editorial pages in newspapers, it understands
that such
or feasible. Imether
are
or
unsigned is a side issue--not a part of this determination.
On small weeklies and small city dailies, the owner most often wTites the editorials. If he doesn 1 t, readers of the editorials know who does. It is also knO'tvn
to the Press Council that many newspapers publish editorials from other ne\'7spapers,
other publications, or perhaps even contract for an outside,
written
editorial service. Such
, of course, rests i'lith the control and conscience
of the individual ne~vspaper.
5u ....u<c ..........,c, however> the 11innesota Press Council urges that newspapers
a consistent policy that
editorials from outside sources, or
written by persons other than newspaper staff members, should carry attribution as
to their source or author. Such attribution may appear in the text of the editorial,
or if verbatim publication is made] attribution may be in the form of a credit line
at the
or the conclusion of copy.

In looking specifically at those charged ,,71th publishing the NSBA release as
an editorial or
the Press Council is of the
that such verbatim, non-attribution-of-source ase is a breach of faith ,,rith readers!
attempt
s ~vord-for-word statements as one's mm is a form of journalisthat is
and unfair to readers. He feel such
is
harmful to the reputation and credibility of the newspaper in the
it is a matter of discretion and
faith. Readers 'Vlill
have
confidence in an eJitor uho is elusive or a ne<:lspaper that is evasive in
news sources.

- 8 to the matter of
the HSBA release as
, \"ithout attribution or identification of source, the Press Council
up the need for
discretion and good faith in dissemination of news in a fair and forthright manner.
It has been a
and established principle of responsible journalism that sources of information be revealed, as a matter of
and perhaps as a matter of
F o r , when
accident stories. a reand alert newspaper attributes source of information in such terms as
"according to the Sheriff's
or "according to
or lias reported by "tiritnesses at the scene. I, It is a device for
the reader the source,
and hence the
of the information.
The same
is true w'ith respect to prepared statements on
issues, speeches
elected officials, statistics released
or individuals or government agencies. It may be
Labor" or "as revealed in statistics released
by the County
viewpoint of
candidate John
and so forth.

or groups
of
the

In the case at hand, it is not at all unreasonable for a reader to
its
local newspaper to be candid about the source of the HSBA story. Insertion of the
term
to the Ninnesota School Boards
would have been desirabl;
Such attribution is
crucial to readers in
stands taken in re
to political issues and controversies
The
Press Council reiterates its statement that there is
or awkward in
pressure groups sending out press releases. And there is no question that the i,iSBA
or the HEA or any other
has a
to its
From the outset, this has been an unusual case for the Press Council in that we
three dozen
ne"lspapers under attack for the various ways in
handled a common news release. It should be mentioned that an equally
group of
newspapers also used the same
but with proper
attribution of source.

have
which

Thus, the Press Council must address itself on a
scale to the
problem of attribution of sources and identification of sources in news stories
and editorials
in Hinnesota newspapers. Part of this determination is directed at
guidelines to all newspapers interested in
tenets of journalism.
The remainder of this determination is directed at
treated
and individually, involved in this

newspapers,

1. With respect to editorials, newspapers which publish editorials from outside
sources, or written
persons other than newspaper staff members, should carry attribution as to their source or author. Such attribution may appear in the text of
the editorial, or if verbatim
is made, attribution may be in the form of
a credit line at the beginning or at the conclusion of copy.
or identification of source is
2. 'i.J"ith
UoL~~~ by which readers can better
a vital
reporting--a
expressed. Such attribution
measure the
reliability of the
stands taken in
to political
is particularly crucial to readers in
issues or pending
News stories should be attributed to sources.
3. With respect to nevIS releases> editors should be alerted as to source and
purpose of any such submitted copy t and inform their readers accordingly. He~l7spapers are encouraged to
consistent
for handling releases, and should
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that all releases submitted for

be clearly identified as to

source.
4.

ive release this determination to the neYlS media for publication.

With respect to the individual newspapers cited in this

1e'llarlCe, we find the

The Bertha Herald, in attributing the source of its news story, acted properly
and is dismissed fronl any consideration herein.
- 0 -

The Alden
while publishing the release verbatim without attribution
of source, is dismissed from consideration on the
that it unknowingly
published the item as an editorial from the Emmons Leader,
proper credit to
the Emmons
"1hich it
to be the source of the editorial.
- 0 -

The Tri County Hews,
at Kimball.
published at ('1arshall, both used the release in a
neither attributed or identified source. The Indepenu.eult, however, credited its story to the Mountain Lake Observer, and as such acted
•
being dismissed from any further consideration herein. . The Tri
news should
have identified its source.

** ******** *
The following newspapers used the release verbatim as an editorial or editorial
without attribution or identification of source: The Appleton Press,
Standard, Le Sueur
) ,[Jews-Herald.
Valleyi~ews and 't-Jest
Concord
This is a
which breaches faith with readers,
- 0 -

without attribution or identThe
ne'tvspapers used the item
ification of source--even though
journalism suggests such attribution
,\:·ms a vital element needed by readers in
the viewpoint
The
Hiner, The
Amboy
) Her ald. Eelview
Ellendale Eagle, The
Jordan
Emmons Leader, The Heron Lake Neus, The
Ne\"s, The Hoffman
Independent, The Habel Record, The
~le~ssierlgE~r. The Okabena Press, The Oklee
Times
Banner. The T,l1in
Herald,
Record at Rushford. The
and The Waconia Patriot.

- 0 The
newspapers used the item
without attribution or identification of source, but did
their readers some indication of source through
headlines. This is
~ but does not alleviate the burden of responsibility
in advising readers of sources: Lamberton Heus, Cass
Independent at '(.Jalker.
The Walker Pilot. and The Warroad Pioneer.
- 0 -

The Jackson County Pilot altered its release slightly, but still passed it off
as its OWl1 editorial. The result. while slightly localized, was nevertheless deceptive. The source should have been identified.
- 0 -

- 10 The Storden Times used the first two paragraphs of the release. without attribution. The source should have been identified.

(

************
It should be noted that many of these newspapers have already published explanations and apologies, long before the conclusion of this determination.
Among them are the Jordan Independent, the Shakopee Valley News, Fairfax Standard, Jackson County Pilot, West Concord Enterprise, Heron Lake News, Hinckley News,
Lamberton He~ys, The Habel Record, The Okabena Press, Twin Valley Times, The Haconia
Patriot.
They have assessed their journalistic performance and admitted their shortcomings, important steps in meeting their obligation to keep the faith with their own
readers.
We release these case-by-case determinations to the news media. and suggest
that newspapers involved herein publish these findings.

(

(This case was resolved by the parties
after a hearing was scheduled. The
hearing accordingly was not heard • . The
newspaper published a .clarifying news
article acceptable to the Complainants.)

No.8 (1973)
Conplaint:

Duluth News Tribune Story

Complainants:

Rep. Peter X. Fugina
Rep. Douglas Johnson

(The Council accordingly decided that no
hearing or formal determination was
necessary.)
Uaterial Prepared by

Complaina.!lts~

January 1, 1973 Represent~tives Peter X. Fugina of Virginia and Douglas
Johnson of Cook, both employed as counselors by the St. Louis County Board of Education, were granted leaves of absence without ·pay to serve in the Minnesota State
Legislature until adjournment, May 21. In addition, Rep. Johnson was granted
leave lvithout pay from October 1, 1972 to November 1 - 7, 1972 and May 21, 1973
to the end of the school year.
Thursday, June 7, 1973 the Duluth News Tribune carried a front page news
story which carried a banner headline with 1/2 inch type sayiug'Teacher Legislators get Pay Hindfall. "The headline was a lie.
In the same story, the writer claimed Fugina and Johnson were, ".••paid almost
60% of their annual salaries (14 pay checks out of 24) although they worked less
than 50% of their contracted 190 days. II This is a lie. Fugina worked 17 weeks
and three days, and was paid for that period only, as confirmed by Hans Wallin,
County Superintendent of Schools in a letter. Fugina earned $6,336.00 and as of
August 31, 1973 was paid $6,336.00, which is 44% of the full $14,400 had he worked
the full school year, and not 60% as claimed in the June 7, Duluth News Tribune
news story.
Johnson earned $3,863.40 and as of August 31, 1973 was paid $3,863.40, which
is 30% of the full $12,87e had he worked the full school year, and not 60% as
claimed in the June 7 Duluth News Tribune news story.
Sunday, June 10, the same Duluth News Tribune carried an editorial with the
headline "Unjust Rewards. 1I This is again a complete untruth, or a base lie. The
legislators were paid only for days actually worked.
The editorial further erred ~ "Two Minnesota Legislators•• ,are being paid this
year for time they haven't put into the school system" ... ·An Untruth Repeated.
Paragraph 3, untrue statements continued, "Because of quirks, ••• they will receive almost 60% of their annual sa1aries ..• even though they have worked less than
50% •••. II
Again, a falsehood repeated.
Paragraph 7, liThe lack of prorating these salaries is a minor disgrace."
This was a misdirected, ill advised statement which pointed accusations at Fugina
and Johnson.

(

Tuesday, June 12, story number two attempted to make a correction beginning,
llA1vin B. Ness, County Superintendent of Schools ••• , salaries of t~vo staff members ••. are being adjusted downward. 1I An ill advised statement. Ness as a public
servant could not legally authorize payment for days n9t worked.
June 12, editorial Duluth News Tribune. The headline, llA Belated Adjustment"
was it? Adjustment from what? "Teacher-Legislator!:! ' ••• paid 60% of annual salaries
- 1 -
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despite absence from tvork more 50~~.... A foid!t'h t'i~e ~ a repeated lie, not once
explaining that the 60% figure was erroneous. This appears after four times to be
deliberate attempts to discredit the legislators.
Following the news stories, an editorial suggested that'these persons be paid
only for actual time served ..• "
Again an accusation that Fugina and JohnsC?n were
being paid for days not ~vorked.
"Honday it was learned that the salaries will be pro-rated in this manner'."
Again. ,8 baseless deduction and accusatio,n..; Fugina and JOhnson were owed money
that was withhe1Q and ,were to receive, only the amolint earned ' for work perf~rmed
during four months pedod beginning August 21, 1972 and held by the employer for
five to nine months. ,,:
.

Last sentence. '''Three cheers!

.,

~

Better Late than never!',·",

Three cheers about what? Two articleS! and two , editorials,' falsely accused
Fugina and Johnson of receiving payment for days not worked.
Furthermore, neither Fugina nor Johnson were contacted at , any time to check
the truth of the story base. This , rings of a deliberate smear or unresearched
effort on" the ,part of the Duluth News Tribune allegedly fo110tving ' a hot tip from
an irate citizen who had opposed a bill that Reps. Fugina and Johnson authored
and passed in the 1973 session .
. ,', Fugina, on June 14, directed a 1ett,e~ to Pub1,i sher Eugene Lambert, pointing
out errors, misstatements, and lies in the four articles, and requesting a retraction. Lambert chose to ignore Fugina's claim and denied him the courtesy of
a reply, but referred the matter to their legal staff whose answer six days later
paid no heed to the request , for a re,t raction.
The June 12 article was also full of misstatements. The figure, "Fugina will
get 49% of' his annual salary. \I Wrong! Fugina received 44%. The figure,'·Johnson
will get .43% of his,annua1 sa1ary ll was, also trrong. Johnson receiving 30%.
Paragraph four, same article, last sentence, "In effect, this would give them
60% of their annual sa1aries. 1I Wrong! This implied again that Fugina and Johnson
received money illegally.
I ;. ' ;

:'

Last paragraph. IIFor the remainder of the pay period, he (Ness) said, the
semi-monthly checks will be reduced in amount, or eliminated altogether, if necessary, ••• 11 A gross untruth! Fugina at the time of the article, June 12, had
back pay earned from August 21 to December 20, 1972 ot>1ed him in the amount of
'$1,192.23. Johnson had back pay earned from August to December owed him in the
amount $1,198.08. This is certainly a terrible case of miscarriage of justice by
fallacious news articles.
"Reaction to, the article by people who read and believed the initial news stor~,
was immediate. A number of telephone calls were received by the Virginia office
of the St. Louis County Schools. Those telephoning were irate and critical of the
a11~ga~~oI1 in the net'lS story that tole tolere drawing illegal and unauthorized pay.
This kind of reaction is definitely damaging to Reps. Fugina and Johnson.
Time Table of Facts
1., Rep. Fugina and Rep. Johnson, employed by St. Louis County Schools from
August 21, requested leaves of absence without pay effective January l ' through
May 21, to serve in the '73 legislative term. Rep. Johnson was also granted a
leave of absence without pay from October 1, 1972 - November 17, 1972 and May 21,
1973 to the end of the school year.

(
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2. During this period Fugina earned in 17 ~'leeks and 3 days, $6,336.00 from
which was withheld $1,192.33 to pay through the summer months, as is customary in
the teaching profession. This represents 44% of the contract year.
Johnson earned $3,863.40 of ~Jhich $1,198.08 was withheld for the same purpose,
representing 30 percent of his contract year.
The point is that the employer owed this amount to pay at a later date.
3. The Duluth News Tribune story, June 4 accused Fugina and Johnson of
"Getting Pay Windfal1. 11 The article further damaged the reputations of the Legislators by claiming Fugina and Johnson would receive 60% of their annual pay yet
worked only 50% of the 190 day contract year. Both figures were fallacious.
A number of citizen calls, critcal of Fugina and Johnson's alleged overpayments were received by the County School's office. In addition, Fugina and Johnson
were personally criticized by a number of citizens because of the perpetrated lies.
4. Duluth Hews Tribune Editorial, June 10 Headline ;'Unjust Rewards. : This
is an absolute untruth. Again the figures 1160% pay for 50% of contract year
work" is false, as confirmed by succeeding Superintendent of Schools, Hans Hallin.
Further editorial claimed "Quirk's in school district payment procedures! ! is baseless. Fugina and Johnson were paid only for days actually worked.
1

"Lack of pro-rating is a minor disgrace. l ' Both allegations false. Salaries
were pro-rated. The word disgrace was falsely injurious to Fugina and Johnson.

(

5.

Duluth News Tribune Story, June 12.

The article claimed II • • • Salaries of two staff members who serve in the
Ninnesota Legislature are being adjusted downward .•. ll False statement. The
accountant was never ordered by Hr. Ness to pay Fugina and Johnson for days not
~Jorked.
This would be illegal for the accountant to do.
Last paragraph It • • • the same monthly checks will be reduced •.• or eliminated
all together •.. II again false. We ~Jere only getting Hhat ~Jas owed to us.
6.

Duluth News Tribune Editorial.

Headline "A Belated Adjustment." The editorial falsely claims or alludes to
the need for an adjustment. Superintendent Hallin's letter shows that money was
lJithheld to be then .pro-rated as owed by the employer and held by the employer for
from five to nine months, as of June 1st.
Again the 60% pay for 50% work was again used without explanation of their
improper use in previous articles and again as proved wrong by Superintendent
Wallin's let ter .
Editorial further claimed credit for correcting an alleged malpractice.
Alleged improper payments were never substantiated and proved wrong by the Hallin
letter. The Tribune again injured the reputations of Fugina and Johnson by its
implied statements in the editorial.

Determination of Minnesota Press Council
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Determination No. 9 (1974)

In the Matter of the Grievance of
Rep. Joseph Connors v.
St. Paul Pioneer Press
Procedural Summary
On ~rch 11, 1974 State Rep. Joseph Connors sent a letter to Judge C~ Donald
Peterson, chail!'man of the Hinnesota Press Council complaining about a story in
the Tuesday, February 19, 1974 St. Paul Pioneer Press by Mike Sweeney.
The body of . .the complaint was a single paragraph in the story which Mr. Connors
denied 5ayin& aThe way to achieve that change in St. Paul is by electing Catholics
to the city school board, Connors explained. 1I
Mr. Connors affirmed that "A meeting was held ~dth the staff of the St. Paul
P·ress in an attempt to ..::esolve the . issue. It was unsuccessful.

Pion~er

II

Judge Peterson also received from the St. Paul Pioneer Press a copy of a
letter from John R. Finnegan, Executive. Editor, affirming that ·a meeting: bet~-1een
Mr. Connors and Hr. Finnegan on February 26., and in Hhich letter Hr. Finnegan
concluded, III do not feel that a correction · is called for.1I
The matter was scheduled for hearing :before a Grievance Committee of the
Press Council on Tuesday, April 16, 1974, 10:15 a.m. at the St. Paul Athletic Clue ,
Fa-etua1 Summary . I.' )

(

...

On Honday evening, February 18, Rep. Connors spoke before the Catholic
Archdiocesan Board of Education on the subject MANAGEMENT AND POl.ffiR at which three
newspaper reporters were present in addition to Church education officia1s. - The
three reporters were Hike Sweeney, St. Paul Pioneer Press; Hike Flynn, Catholic
Bulletin, official ~-1eekly newspaper of the archdiocese; and Paul Presby, MinneapoL
Star.

Mr. Connors spoke from a prepared text, which he produced at the hearing.
This was an edited version of an earlier text which he gave to · the Catholic Bullet::':·
reporter after the meeting. There are some minor differences in the text read by
Hr . . Connors and that given to the Catholic Bul,l etin mainly iil the correction of
some figures and in the wording of a paragraph relating to the matter of election
of "people to the st. Paul school board,1I but there was no difference in meaning.
Presby was also reported to have recorded the speech, but the recording was
not available for the hearing, and there was the assumption but no direct testimony
that Presby's story was written from the tape. In any event, the Presby story was
not printed by the Star, but a copy was made available for the hearing.
At the close of the Archdiocesan Board meeting, reporter Sweeney further inter
viewed Connors.
The St. Paul Pioneer Press story by Sweeney was run in its Tuesday, Februaryl:
issue under the headline IICath01ic Politics Urged" and began:
"Catholics must establish political power to combat state educational policies
which are 'financially undermining your basis of support' for parochial schools,
state Rep. Joseph Connors, DFL-Fridley, told members of the St. Paul Archdiocesan
Board of Education 110nday night. II
Ii ,
:
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- 2 It was · agreed by Hr. Connors that the sole matter :!.n dispute was Paragraph 5
of the story:
The way to achieve that change is
by electing Catholics to the city school
board, Connors explained.

(

No quotation marks were used in the paragraph.
}lr. Connors complained that nowhere in the text of his speech, or in the unpublished draft of Presby story was there any mention of "electing Catholics."
In defense of the Pioneer Press story, reporter Sweeney submitted a copy of
the Catholic Bulletin story of February 22, 1974 which generally agreed with the
Pioneer Press story and which specifically stated
"He told the board that Catholics also should work
to elect themselves to public school boards. 1I
Further it was brought ' out in the hearing that Mr. Connors did not make any
complaint to the Catholic Bulletin for its story, which he admittedly had read.
It was pointed out that Mr. Connors complained about the offending paragraph
only after an editorial page piece in the St. Paul Dispatch by editor William
Sunmer, "This is St. Paul 1974--Let's Not Go Back to the Hiddle Ages" which attacked Mr. Connors' position and referred to the offending paragraph.
Discussion
Two basic issues were raised in the matter.

(

One was the use of indirect quotes and whether or not this is a permissible
device for use by a reporter.
The other is the accuracy of the paragraph in question, and whether or not it
was unfair.
Regarding the use of indirect quotes, the lack of quotation marks is a clear
indication that the attributed matter in the ;story is not a verbatim quotation,
but a paraphrased summation of the speaker's remarks. Such indirect quotes,
should :however convey what the speaker said.
Throughout the prepared text of the speech there are numerous references to
IICatholic School system, 11 the "Catholic Church, II "Catholic school students, II "your
goals, n "your aims, II "politics is pOlo7er ••. the ability or capacity to exercise
control," "pmver is expressed through the ballot box ••• the elective process, "
etc.
The prepared text contains the following statements:
"Through your schools. ~'ou:-: home and school associations, your parishes and
your various parish organizations there exists a great capacity for power. Your
ability to control elections. particularly at the school board level. is enormous. 1
"Electing school boards that \l7i1l work for the best interests of all school
children should become one of your prime objectives. Once you control a school
board, particularly the St~ Paul School Board, there is only one way to go and
that is up."

(
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Determination Recommended by

~~jority

The five-person majority of the Grievance Committee (Ur. Bormann dissenting
and filing a separate opinion) finds for the Pioneer Press, and recommends adoption of this determination by the Minnesota Press Council.
In the absence of any statement in the text to the contrary; we may only conclude that a competent reporter might interpret a call for the control of elections,
and the control of a school board by a religious denomination, as calling for the
election to office of members of that denomination.
Dissenting Opinion
tion.

James Bormann, public member, dissents from the foregoing majority determinaHis dissenting opinion is attached.
In the Matter of Rep. Joe Connors v. St. Paul Pioneer Press
The issue in this case seems to be sharply defined:

Did Rep. Connors say that Catholics should exert political power by electing
nCatholics" to the St. Paul School Board, as reporter Mike Sweeney reported, or
did Connors refer instead to "those ,.,ho support us" whether they happen to be
Catholics or persons of other faiths?
On the evidence presented, it seems clear that Connors did not urge the election of Catholics, but rather the election of "those who support us. ,i The text
of the speech as delivered states "those who support US ll specifically, though the
word "Catholic il occurs often else,.,here in the text.
The reporter's notes stated: "our people," though this term does not occur
anywhere in the text. It is easy to understand how a reporter might translate
"our people" into "Catholics," in view of the over-all thrust of Connor's remarks.
In fact, two of the three reporters covering the event seem to have leaped to that
conclusion. It is worth noting, however, that the one reporter who recorded the
exact words as spoken, Paul Presby, did not take that leap. Relying on the taped
actuality, he wrote: "those who support us. 1I
The subtle difference may seem insignificant, unless one takes into account
the subsequent article by Editor Hilliam Sumner. That article, based in part upon
Sweeney's account of the speech. castigates Connors for advocating a line of action
which Connors says he did not recommend.
Fortunately, there is agreement between the parties as to the specific issue.
The written evidence clearly supports Connors' contention that he did not say
"Catholics" in the context attributed to him in the news story. The countervailing
evidence is simply the statement by Reporter Sweeney that Connors meant "Catholics ll
when he said "our people" or "those who support us."
As a newsman, I must agree that I quite possibly would have reached the same
conclusion under similar circumstances. But it was an error, nonetheless, though
a mistake made in good faith. The newspaper's willingness to print Connors' letter
of protest is another evidence of good faith on the part of the Pioneer Press.
I believe the Press Council should find in favor of Connors, but I do not believe a public retraction is required in view of the published correction contained
in Connors' letter.

Determination of Minnesota Press Counc:U
J
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In the ~~tter of the Grievance of
Rep. Joseph Connors v. ,i." ,
St. Paul Pioneer Press
, Procedural Summary

11, 1974 State ,Rep. Jos~ph Conn~~s' sent a letter to Judge C. Donald
Peterson,.!. c.hairman of the Minnesota Press Council complaining about a story in
the Tuesday, February 19, 1974 St. Paul Pioneer Press by Mike Sweeney.
On, March

.
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The body' ;af the complaint was a single paragraph in the story which Mr. ' Connorl..
denied sayin~ ;'The way to achieve that change in St. Paul is by electing Catholics
to the city school board, Connors explained."
Mr. Connors affirmed that "A meeting was held ,dth the staff of the St. Paul
Pioneer Press lin an attempt to .:esolve the issue. It was unsuccessful. "
Judge Peterson also received from the St. Paul Pioneet' Press a copy of a
letter from John R. Finnegan, Executive Editor, affirming that a meeting between
Mr. Connors and Hr. Finnegan on February 26, and in ,.,hich let ter l1r. Finnegan
concluded, "I do not feel that a correction is called for.1I
The matter was scheduled for hearing before a Grievance ' Committee of the
Press Council on Tuesday, April 16, 1974, 10:15 a.m. at the St. Paul Athletic Club ,
Fa'ctua1 Summary
On Monday evening, February 18, Rep. Connors spoke before the Catholic
Archdiocesan Board of Education on the, subject MANAGEMENT AND POWER at which three
newspaper reporters were present in addition to Church education officials. The
three reporters were Hike Sweeney, St. Paul Pioneer Press ; Hike Flynn, Catholic
Bulletin, official l.,eekly newspaper of the archdiocese; and Paul Presby, Minneapoli,
Star.
'
Mr. Connors spoke from a prepared, text, which he produced at the hearing.
This wa~:-, ~n edited version of an earlier text which he gave to the Catholic Bullet~:
reporter,',Gl-fter:;.the meeting. Ther.e are some minor differences in the text read by
Mr. Connors and that given to the Catholic Bulletin mainly in the correction of
some figures and in the wording of a paragraph relating to the matter of election
of "people . t6.~ the , St. Paul school b.oard, ~,1 b~t there was no difference in meaning .
• f j

(/'f · ;'

Pr~)~by; '~a/s also. reported to have recorded the speech, but the recording was
not available for , ,t he , hearing, and there was the assumption but no direct testimony
that Presby's story was written from the tape. In any event, the Presby story was
not printed by the Star, but a copy was made available for the hearing.
At the close of the Archdiocesan Board meeting, reporter Sweeney further inter
viewed C~mnors. ,
The St. Paul Pioneer Press story by S'-leeney was run in it s Tuesday, February l '
issue under the headline " Catholic Politics Urged" and began:
"Catholics must establish political power to combat state educational policieE
which are 'financially undermining your basis of support' for parochial schools,
state Rep. Joseph Connors, DFL-Fridley, told members of the St. Paul Archdiocesan
Board of Education l10nday night."
- 1 -

- 2 It was agreed by Hr. Connors that the sole matter in dispute was Paragraph 5
of the story:
The way to achieve that change is
by electing Catholics to the city school
board, Connors explained.
No quotation marks were used in the paragraph.
Mr. Connors complained that nowhere in the text 6f his speech, or in the unpublished draft of Presby story was there 'a ny mention of "electing Catholics. !'
In defense of the Pioneer Press story, reporter Sweeney submitted a copy of
the Catholic Bulletin story of February 22, 1974 which generally agreed with the '
Pioneer Press story and which specifically stat~d
"He told the board that Catholics also should work
to elect themselves to public school boards."
Further it was brought out in the hearing that Mr. Connors did not make any
complaint to the Catholic Bulletin for its story, which he admittedly had read.
It was pointed out that Mr. Connors complained about the offending paragraph
only after an editorial page piece in the St. Paul Dispatch by editor William
Sumner, "This is St. Paul 1974--Let' s Not Go Back to the rUddle Ages!1 which attacked Mr. Connors' position and referred to the offending paragraph.
Discussion

(

Two basic issues were raised in the matter.
One was the use of indirect quotes and whether or not this is a permissible
device for use by a reporter.

" ,\ ..

.

The other is the accuracy of the paragraph in question, and whether or not it
was unfair.
Regarding the use of indirect quotes, the lack of quotation marks is a clear
indication that the attributed matter in the story is not a verbatim quotation,
but a paraphrased summation of the speaker's remarks. Such indirect quotes,
should however convey what the speaker said.
Throughout the prepared text of the speech there are numerous references to
IICatholic School system," the "Catholic Church,lI "Catholic school students," "your
goals, n l1 your aims, Ii "politics is pO\,Ter ••. the ability or capacity to exercise
control,11 "pmver is expressed through the ballot box ..• the elective process,' :
etc.
The prepared text contains the following statements:
IIThrough your schools) ~'ou:: home and school associations, your parishes and
your various parish organizations there exists a great capacity for power. Your
ability to control elections, particularly at the school board level, is enormous.'
"Electing school boards that \"ill '-lork for the best interests of all school
children should become one of your prime objectives. Once you control a school
board, particularly the St. Paul School Board, there is only one way to go and
that is up."

(
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!)etermination Reconunenc1ed by l Iaj ority

(

The five-person majority of the Grievance Committee (Hr. Bormann dissenting
and filing a separate opinion) finds for the Pioneer Press, and recommends adoption of this determination by the Minnesota Press Council.
In the absence of any statement in the text to the contrary; we may only conclude that a competent reporter might interpret a call for the control of elections,
and the control of a school board by a religious denomination, as calling for the
election to office of members of that denomination.
Dissenting Opinion
tion.

James Bormann, public member, dissents from the foregoing majority determinaHis dissenting opinion is attached.
In the Matter of Rep. Joe Connors v. St. Paul Pioneer Press
The issue in this case seems to be sharply defined:

Did Rep. Connors say that Catholics should exert political power by electing
"Catholics" to the St. Paul School Board, as reporter Mike Sweeney reported, or
did Connors refer instead to "those who support us" whether they happen to be
Catholics or persons of other faiths?

(

On the evidence presented, it seems clear that Connors did not urge the election of Catholics, but rather the election of IIthose who support us." The text
of the speech as delivered states IIthose who support us" specifically, though the
word "Catholic" occurs often elsewhere in the text.

The reporter's notes stated: lIour people," though this term does not occur
anywhere in the text. It is easy to understand how a reporter might translate
"our people" into "Catholics," in view of the over-all thrust of Connor's remarks.
In fact, two of the three reporters covering the event seem to have leaped to that
conclusion. It is worth noting, however, that the one reporter who recorded the
exact words as spoken, Paul Presby, did not take that leap. Relying on the taped
actuality, he wrote: "those who support us. 1i
The subtle difference may seem insignificant, unless one takes into account
the subsequent article by Editor William Sumner. That article, based in part upon
Sweeney's account of the speech, castigates Connors for advocating a line of actio:~
which Connors says he did not recommend.
Fortunately, there is agreement between the parties as to the specific issue.
The written evidence clearly supports Connors' Contention that he did not say
"Catholics" in the context attributed to him in the news story. The countervailing
evidence is simply the statement by Reporter S~leeney that Connors meant "Catholics"
when he said "our people ll or "those who support us. II
As a newsman, I must agree that I quite possibly would have reached the same
conclusion under similar circumstances. But it was an error, nonetheless, though
·a mistake made in good faith. The newspaper's willingness to print Connors' letter
of protest is another evidence of good faith on the part of the Pioneer Press.
I believe the Press Council should find in favor of Connors, but I do not believe a public retraction is required in view of the published correction contained
in Connors' letter.

Determination of Minnesota Press Council
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In the ~·Iatter of the Grievance of
E.F. Robb Jr. v. The Minneapolis Star
Procedural Summary
Hennepin County Commissioner E.F. Robb Jr. wrote to Press Council' Secretary
Gordon Sp:J.e1man
M,arch 28, 1974 tdth information concerning his complaint: against
the Minn~a'pri'ii'
s
:
Star
editorial of March 27, 1974.
.
. . . '.

on

.

" ,

His complaint was against a paragraph which said IICommissioners David Lindgren
and E. F. Robb Jr. think they should have free use of the office for 'commuIi'i cations
that they may have with the citizens of Hennepin County'." Robb said that the editorial was unfair and misrepresent'ed his position, and asked for "appropriate redress!! from the Star.
A meeting between Robb and Star officials did not work o,ut the differences between the parties, and a hearing was set l-lith the Grievance Committee of the 1iinnesota Press Council for Friday. April 26, 1974 at the Minneapolis Athletic Club.
Factual Summary
The Star editorial titled "Political Press Re1eases ll was based on a resolution
. supported by Robb and Lindgren at a March 19 meeting of the Hennepin County Board
of Commissioners. It t-las defeated, 3-2 by the county board.

(

After the Star's March 27 editorial, Robb objected on the grounds that the
editorial IIhas grossly, unfairly and inaccurately misrepresented me (and CommissioT>
er Lindgren) without so much as the courtesy of a telephone call." Mr. Robb's objection was to the part of the editorial purporting t-lhat he t:think(s)" and the
quotation which came from the resolution by Hr. Robb and Hr. Lindgren as shown
[rom the official minutes of the Harch 19 board meeting.
At the April 26 hearing, Mr. Robb repeated his objections and emphasized that
his resolution was designed to eliminate censorship of releases from individual
commissioners by the county board chairman. He denied that he sought to make free
"political" use of the office.
Robert King, editor of the Star. said that the specific language of the resolution makes the editorial's conclusion proper and accurate. (His statement to the
Grievance Committee is part of the record.) Mr. King said that the Star offered
to publish Hr. Robb's letter of protest ,in full, without changes and without addition of any "editor's note. ;' \ Mr. King reiterated that the Star believes the editorial was fair, and accurately quoted the facts, and that no retraction or apology
should be required.
Discussion
Editorials are expressions of opinion by a newspaper. Since they are opinions,
it may be expected that persons with' other opinions may disagree with the ideas
expressed in editorials and opinion columns.
It is not for the Minnesota Press Council to determine which opinions are
correct. The Press Council may examine whether statements claiming to be facts
(as distinguished from opinions) are accurate, and whether or not a newspaper is
fair. by allowing those who disagree with its editorials to have a chance to express their opinions by such means as letters to the editor.
- 1 -
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In this case it is clear that the quotation used in the editorial is directly
from the resolution introduced by COITL'nissioners Robb and Lindgren, and that the
Star did offer to print Hr. Robb's letter to the editor on that subject.
Jetermination
It is recommended that the complaint be rejected.
The editorial was an expression of opinion by the editors of the Star and
was not only critical of Hr. Robb and Hr. Lindgren, but of the County Board Chairman as well. In any event, opinions are not a subject for Press Council determination.
The quotation from the resolution, is however, a matter of fact. This quotation was accurate, and a person reading the full resolution could draw the conclusions reached by the Star editorial writer.
We also note the Star's willingness to print Mr. Robb's letter without editing, · and without adding further editorial comment.

c

Determination of Hinnesota Press Council
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Determination No. 11 (1974)

In the 11atter of the Grievance of
Elizabeth S. Guthrie against the
Minneapolis Tribune
Procedural Summary
On Harch 18, 1974 Mrs. Guthrie called the Minneapolis Tribune and asked to
speak to the Publisher, Robert W. Smith, regarding a story involving the Kronholm
kidnapping that the Tribune had published on March 18, 1974. Mr. Smith was not
available and Hrs. Guthrie was referred to Dick Cunningham, an editor. Mrs. Guthrie
discussed the matter with Mr. Cunningham. On March 19, 1974 Mrs. Guthrie sent a
letter to Mr. Robert Shaw, of the Minnesota Newspaper Association, indicating her
concern regarding the ~'Iarch 18 publication, and indicating that she had talked to
Mr. Cunningham, who told her that while the Tribune reporter had perhaps been unnecessarily aggressive in his pursuit of the news, the paper's conduct was justifieu
on the basis of other media releases covering the same subject. A copy of ~rs.
Guthrie's letter to Mr. Shaw was sent by Mrs. Guthrie to Mr. Robert W. Smith.
Mr. Shaw informed Mrs. Guthrie that a proper forum to hear her complaint would be
the Minnesota Press Council. Mrs. Guthrie was informed that if she desired to contact the Press Council she should communicate with the chairman, Judge Peterson.
Mrs. Guthrie '-las also informed that as a procedural "step prior to the Press Council
considering her complaint, it "lould be necessary fo'r her to discuss the matter
directly with the editor of the newspaper.
On April 10. 1974 Mrs. Guthrie discussed her complaint with Mr. Bailey, editor
of the Minneapolis Tribune. She also discussed the matter with Robert W. Smith.
At that time the Tribune offered to publish a letter to the editor if Mrs. Guthrie
would write one stating her complaint against the Tribune. Mrs. Guthrie felt that
this would not be an adequate remedy and proceeded to process her complaint to the
Minnesota Press Council. A formal letter of complaint was sent to the Press Counctl
on April l2J 1974. The matter proceeded to a hearing before the Press Council on
May 16, 1974. The Press Council decided to hear the matter as a committee of the
whole, rather than processing the grievance through the Grievance Committee.

Summary of Facts
On Friday, Harch 15. 1974 Brs. Eunice Kronholm was kidnapped from her home.
The FBI was informed and assumed responsibility for conducting the investigation as
well as the family I s response to the kidnappers I demands. On Sunday, ~farch 17, 1974
the Kronholms attempted to drop the ransom at several designated locations. The
FBI had been successful in substituting an agent in the place of Mr. Kronholm for
purposes of making the ransom drop. The FBI received instructions from the kidnappers by some undisclosed communication and then conveyed those instructions to the
Kronholm automobile driven by its agent through the use of radio broadcasts on
police channels~ The broadcasts were in the English language and employed no polic(
code. The radio frequency used for the broadcasts was next to one carrying routine
weather reports. Many citizens listened to the police reports. Some of those citizens called the Tribune and informed the Tribune that police directions regarding
the attempted ransom drop were on the rauio.

(

The Tribune, in an effort to remain on top of the story, had a reporter in an
automobile following the course of the ransom drops. The reporter ,~as rlire~ted
~f1.ere to go by the city dask.
The city desk obtainec. its information by liste:J.ing
to )olice radio broadcasts. During the course of the evening, the Tribune contacted the pur office several ti-nes ar.d informed the- F~r that a r!umber of perso:J.s were
listening to the radio transmission. The Tribune received no request from the FBI
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or any other police or governmental official to withhold information regarding the
kidnapping or the ransom drop on grounds that it might Jeopardize Hrs . Kron.holm's
personal safety.

(

The ransom drop 1vas not made at any of the several locations, allegedly because
of the presence of many vehicles following the Kronholm car. Those vehicles contained representatives of the news media including the Tribune reporter. The inter·ference with the ransom drop experienced by the FBI led the Agent-in-Charge to call
the U. S. District Att,o rney at home at 1: 30 a.m . on March 18. At that time the agent
complained of the interference by tne media and wanted 'a decision regarding the possibilit'y of arresting a person known to . the police ;as a primary suspect in the kidnapping. At that time Mrs. Kronholm had nqt been released and the specific' place
where she was being held was not knovffi toth~ FBI or to the police. A press conference was held near the Kron'holm home at 3:30 a.m. on Harch 18, 1974 to announce the
ransom payment. Later on that same day the FBI and the U.S. District Attorney made
a decision to arrest the suspect even though Mrs. Kronho1m had not been released.
The U.S. District Attorney testified that the decision was made on the basis of
calculated risk. Fortunately, the decision was correct. ,After the suspect was arrested the media broadcast the news and Mrs. Kronholm was able to convince those
persons holding her that their best courS,e of. conduct t-1ould be to release her immed-·
iately. Mrs. Kronholm .was released.
Hrs. Guthrie lives in Orono and is a next-door-neighbor to Hrs. H.C. Piper, Jr.
In 1972 Mrs. Piper was kidnapped and held for ransom. The conduct of the media at
that time caused Hrs. Guthrie substantial concern. On March 18, 1974 Urs. Guthrie
read a story in the Hinneapolis Tribune stating that FBI radio broadcsts indicated
that attempts to drop the ransom money had not succeeded. Reference to interception
of police radio messages . and publishing the same at. the time t'l hen Hrs. Kronholm was
still not released causad Hrs. Guthrie serious p~rsonal . ups~t ,. Hrs. Guthrie knew
Robert H. Smith, the publisher, persona,llyand decided to telephone him on the after
noon o'f Harch 18 and express her COnCeI)l that the newspaper "'0uld publish material
monitored from a police radio which could risk the life of the kidnap victim.
Hr. Smith was not available and Hr . Cunningham responded on behalf of the paper.
Mr. Cunningham admitted that the reporter migfit have been unnecessarily aggressive
but justified the Tribune's reporting on the basis of other information already
known to the public and because of police mishandling of the case.

(

On Harch 22, 1974 the Hinneapolis Tribune adopted and promulgated Tribune Staff
Hemo No . 151 which read as follows:

:!Coverage ofa kidnapping is a tricky thing. We need to' talk about it,
in view of some media activities in the Kronholm ransom drop.
All staff members should learn two lessons from our eJtperience:
Tribune staff members ca:mot and must not become involved in any
activities that could cause a parson's injury or death. 'tole are here to
cover the ne~vs, not to make .it.

1.

i

!

There are times when the mere methods of coverage can affect the news.
Several hard-to-answer questions are involved: Does a net"spaper withhold
news of a kidnapping if it is believed release of the news will endanger
~he life of the victim?
Does a newspaper try for a scoop--either in story
or .i n pictures--if there is danger to the victim? In the Kronholm case
should a newspaper--or radio or television station--have become involved
i~ attempting to follo~ a ransom drop?

r
\
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The anSl>lerS aren't easy because they involve the conflicts of aggressive
pursuit of the news and our responsibility to society and its individuals.

(

But one thing is ,clear: We ' should engage in no nel-TS activity that is
likely to bring injury or death to a person because of our methods or
actions. We need to get the news--swiftly and fully-';;'but not irresponsibly. No news story is worth a human life. You have only to imagine what
,would have happened had Mrs. Kronholm been killed, with the media sharing
part of the blame.
'
So let's be sure common sense and human compassion temper our decisions.
2. The Tribune should not disseminate material picked up from police
radio broadcasts. tJe have the right to monitor the broadcasts and take
action on ;them; it is against the law to print the matter which is broadcast.
:· :. i

Use of the contents of monitored broadcasts is prohibited by Section 605
of the Federal Communications Act.
What do we do instead? tve monitor such broadcasts and then talk to the
police sources involved. We tell them t-Te have heard the broadcasts, and
we ask for authorization to use the material. If the pol,i ce say no, we
ask the questions necessary to get our story."

(

Mrs. Guthrie was informed of the existence of Staff Hemo ~10. 151 at the time
she discussed her complaint w'ith Hr. Bailey on April 10, 1974. However, Mrs. Guthr j
did not believe the staff memo was explicit enough to prevent similar occurrences
in the future or a full recognition of error in the handling of the Kronholm case.
At the time of the grievance hearing, Mr. Bailey, as editor of the Tribune,
indicated that on May 16, 1974 hc had distributed an additional policy to all members of the Tribune staff to be folloto1ed where a person "s safety may be in jeopardy .

.. .:

The policy read as follmo1s:
"1.

The Tribune does not always need to be first with a story.
never let other media set our standards.

tve should

2.

It is always possible, though by no means automatic, to delay publication of a particular item of sensitive information if requested
to do so by the law-enforcemcnt official in charge of a case. I
might note at this point that so far as I am aware we received no
request relating to any phase of our news coverage of the Kronholm
case from any FBI official.' '

3.

We should, in such situations, avoid highly visible reporting activities.

4.

In dealing with subjects that raise the possibility of injury to
persons involved in the story, reporters must seek direction from
their supervisors, and those supervisors must consult the editor of
the Tribune or, in his absence, the managing editor. '

At the grievance hearing, Nrs. Guthrie presented the testimony of Hr. Robert
Renner, U.S. District Attorney for the State of Hinnesota. , Hr. Renner stated that
he believed the FBI and the police were justified in relying on Section 605 of the
Communicatio~Act of 1934 as a prohibition against the press printing any material

- 4 that they have heard over the police radio baad without the express permission of
the FBI to publish the same. Renner indicated that substantial uncertainty existed
regarding the legal interpretation of Chapter 605 of the Communications Act to the
type of publications in this type of case, sillce the U.S. Supreme Court had not had
occasion to consider and pass on the question.
Mrs. Guthrie also introduced as evidence a story from the Times Magazine of
April 8, 1974 and from the St. Paul Dispatch of March 21, 1974 each of which questioned the conduct of the media in failing to exercise proper restraint in covering
the ransom drop. The Time Magazine article singled out the Minneapolis Tribune as
one of the prin~ry actors.
Mrs. Guthrie's complaint involves matters related to the gathering of the news
story as llTell as the manner of publishing the news story. At the hearing the
Tribune indicated that the method of acquiring the news story may have been questionable, but the story itself was sufficiently vague and unexplicit that it could
not have caused further jeopardy to the safety of Mrs. Kronholm.
Discussion
There is no factual dispute regarding the fact that the Minneapolis Tribune
monitored the police radio transmissions and picked up messages regarding the
Kronholm ransom drop locations on the evening of Sunday, Harch l7~ 1974. That information was conveyed to a Tribune reporter who used his automobile for purposes of
attempting to be physically present at the time of the ransom drop. The presence
of the Tribune reporter, as well as other media persons, caused the FBI and the police to take two extraordinary measures. One was an instruction that no police or
FBI surveillance would take place for the last of the planned ransOm drops. All
(
formal surveillance was in fact withdra~Tn. This procedure is extremely unusual for
the FBI and impedes solution of the crime. A second decision made as a result of
the difficulty in completing the ransom drop and the reporting of the media was the
decision to arrest a primary suspect prior to the time that Mrs. Kronholm was released from custody. Each of the two procedural responses increased the risk to
l~s. Kronholm's personal safety.
The FBI had made no specific request to any
media representative to desist from the monitoring of the police radios or to desist from. following the Kronholm ransom drop automobile.
It is the opinion of the Press Council that in spite of the failure of the FBI
to request such forbearance, that the Tribune, as well as other media, should have
known that such activity could endanger the safety of Mrs. Kronholm. Any experienced reporter or editor must know that the ransom drop involves a time of substantial tension and concern in a kidnapping case and has a direct bearing on the
personal safety of the kidnapped victim. Any interference with the drop can furthey
imperil the safety of the victim. In the opinion of the Press Council, the Tribune
reporter's action and the action of the city desk in interfering with the ransom
drop through an attempt to be present when the drop was made was not respons~ble
journalist activity in news gathering by asserting that other media were doing likewise. In such a situation, clearly the fact that others who are competitors have
likewise been guilty of a breach of proper journalistic restraint is no defense.
The Press Council also finds that the reporting and publishing of the ransom
drop story on March 18, 1974 was not responsible journalism. The finding that the
Tribune's conduct in publishing its Harch 18 story was irresponsible journalism I
presents a matter of greater difficulty and concern than the impropriety of the news
gathering activity. The Tribune asserts that it could reasonably assume that the
kidnappers had a citizen band radio capable of monitoring the police broadcast in
a manner identical to that done by the Tribune and other media. The number of telephone calls made to the Tribune by persons who had overheard the police radio messages is indicative of the widespread public knowledge of the ransom attempts.
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Further, the Tribune material in the story deoli~g with the ra~som drop is a restrained story in light of the full facts knmm to the Tribune. The story dealing
with the ransom drop is vague and non-specific in the sense that it does not specify
ransom drop locations and does not specify the route taken to make the drop. No
police or FBI radio conversation is quoted directly. Further) by the time the city
edition of the Tribune was delivered to the readers on March 18, 1974 the ransom
money had in fact been dropped and a news conference related to that successful
drop had been held. No restraint was requested by the FBI even though the Tribune
had informed the FBI that the radio transmissions were being intercepted and heard
by numerous citizens. The Tribune also asserts that in competitive terms the fact
that competing electronic media had broadcasted much of the same information at its
5:00 and 6:00 a.m. news may also reduce the need for restraint, if not justifying
the story in its entirety.

(

I

The Press Council finds that the foregoing facts and justifications are matters
\lhieh a responsible newspaper can and should balance in determining whether or not
it will publish a given story. HO'lever, other facts must also be considered by the
newspaper and they involve such imperatives as the non-release of the kidnapped victim and a total ignorance on the part of the newspaper regarding what facts had in
fact been heard or read by the kidnappers. Regardless of other sources from which
the information could have been obtained, it was entirely possible that the Tribune's
story would be the sole source for the kidnappers' information. Facts presented at
the grievance hearing indicated that the kidnappers did have a short wave radio
capable of monitoring the police transmissions, but the kidnappers decided not to
monitor since the broadcasts provided no information not already known by the kidnappers. Further, separation of the method of gathering the ne~IS from publishing
the nels in a situation such as this is difficult» if not impossible. Ii the TribmE'
had not gathered the neHS it would not have been in a position to publish the story
it did publish. The fact of other media reporting the same story and the fact that
a 3:30 a.m. press conference was held were events that occurred after the Tribune
story had been published in final form by the paper. Since the Tribune could not
then have known that such information would not act to the detriment of the kidnapped victim's personal safety, proper editorial and journalistic restraint would
dictate that the specific information regarding the ransom drop and the radio
broadcast not be published. It is only in this llay that the newspaper can be sure
that it was not contributing to the further hazard of the safety of the kidnapped
victim. Hhile the Tribune could have been more specific in its story, a factual
reading of the story as published does contain sufficient information to alert the
kidnappers if they had not alreauy obtained the information from other sources.
The Press Council specifically does not rest its decision herein on the apparent prohibition of Section 605, of the Federal Communications Act, prohibiting the
publication of material overheard on a radio broadcast. The Press Couricil is concerned with proper press restraint in matters involving personal safety of individuals regardless of the methoci used to obtain the information. Here the publication
should not have been made even though the Tribune may have been able to acquire and
publish the facts without violation of any law. ~fuile not a justification for the
Tribune's actions, it should be observed that the media would have been substantially
assisted in evaluating its responsibilities in cases such as this if the police
would inform the media of its concerns regarding the present reporting or non-reporting of specific events and ask for cooperation by the media for a specific time
period or until such risk or consequences have passed or have been alleviated. The
media then would be able to exercise a better informed judgment on the matter.
Subsequent to the publication of the story on Harch 18, 1974 the Tribune ' has
undertaken to promulgate two new staff policies regarding the handling of news in a
situation such as the Kronholm kidnapping. l{hile technically those policies, as
new policies and not in effect on March 18, have no bearing on the propriety of
the Tribune's conduct in the instant case, it seems appropriate for the Press
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can perform is to set guidelines for future conduct. Clearly," if the press does
not undertake to set its own guidelines of restraint in situations involving person~l safety of individuals, government regulation will be attempted to accomplish
that purpose. Whether or not such regulation is constitutional or not constitutional under the First Amendment does not distract from the public's deep felt concern
fo~ individual safety predominating over the competitive activities of our printed
and electronic media ~nd also over the public's general right to immediate access
of all relevant news and information about newsworthy stories. Where person~l
safety is involved the Press Council believes that press restraint is required and
is expected by the reading public.
Mrs. Guthrie, in her complaint, questioned the sufficiency of Tribune Staff
Memo No. 151 in terms of providing sufficiently certain guidelines for future newspaper conduct~ The Press Council need not consider- that question singularly since
the Tribune on Hay 16 undertook to clarify its policy and present additional policy
guidelines. As now stated by the Tribune through the Staff Hemo No. 151 and the
statement of Mr. Bailey on }my 16, it is clear that the Tribune has adopted guidelines and procedures for handling this type of news designed to ensure that decisions
and judgments regarding the gathering and publishing of news will be made at the
highest offices of the newspaper. It also ensures a proper consideration and
balancing of the media's responsibility to present the news l.,ith the media r s responsibility to exercise restraint in presenting news if personal safety of an individual is involved.
Decision
1. It is the determination of the P~ess Council that the Minneapolis T~ibune
did not exercise proper journalistic responsibility on the evening of March 17,
1974 and on the morning of March 18, 1974 in the manner in which it gathered the
news of the Kronholm kidnapping ransom drop by monitoring police radios and relaying
the information to a reporter attempting an on-the-scene coverage.
2. The Tribune did not act as a responsible newspaper in publishing its
story of March 18, 1974 related to the attempt to make a ransom drop at locations
publicly identified by police radio transmission at a time when there was a possibil-ity that the story could further endanger the personal safety of the kidnap victim,
}irs. Kronholm.
The Press Council does not believe there is need for retraction or other affirmative public action by the Minneapolis Tribune since the policies already adopted
by the Tribune and in force and effect provide a procedure designed to correct the
errors herein involved. The Press Council, however, does request the Minneapolis
Tribune to abide -by the Council's established procedures, and therefore requests
the Tribune to publish the decision of th~ Press Council in this matter.

~lember

Bower Hawthorne was excused from the hearing and did not participate in
the deliberations or decision of the Press Council in this matter.

Member Bernie Shellum did not participate in the deliberations or decision of the
Press Council in this matter.
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